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Agenda

l- Call to order

2 . Roll Call

3. Approval of minutes

4. Approval of agenda

- 5. Executive reports
Dan Murphy
Emilio Dorcely

6. Finance report
Michelle Petit

7 . Committee reports

8. New Business
Bill 1136, Bill 1137

9. Announcements and Public Comment

10. Adjournment
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The 16th meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:05 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Ken
Kolton, Paul Westfall, Paul Frazier (with proxy), Susan Aldrich,
Kathleen Rowse, Stephanie Boyd (with proxy), Trenice West (with
proxy), Ron Williams and Ted Bunce.

The minutes were approved with no changes.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy: Dr. Thompson of the Health Center came and gave a
breakdown of the $3,000 that SA donated to the AIDS Taskforce.
Some of the money went to honorariums, posters, tee shirts, and
speakers. They are not asking for any more money since the
majority of the money went to speakers and the speakers were not
well attended. GALA will be presenting something on the patch
quilt December 1. A recent graduate of Oswego died of an AIDS
related death. On November 16 there will be a teleconference.
Tuesday at 9 a.m. are the meetings for the AIDS Taskforce at the
Health Center.

The search for a Public Safety Chief, and the interviews, are
over. We now must offer someone the job.

Black solidarity day was a great success.

There was a large turnout for the Forks-In-The-Road-Forum.
Various speakers were present and it went very well.

There was a pro-choice rally and forum today.

Finance will speak later.



I was supposed to meet with Mike and Dr. LeFloor but they were
not around to talk about the plus/minus situation.

there was a rumor going around that someone started a petition
because they were dissatisfied with the way SA allotted money for
trips. Ruth Taylor was the woman. She did not want here SA
money to be spent on certain trips. She wanted a choice as to
where her money was being spent. She cited three fundings that
she felt were immoral. We encourage Ruth to come to SA or Dan
and to talk to us.

Athletics is now funded for $220,000 by SA. Because of NCAA
rules the money must now go to the bursars office IFRA.
Michelle, Dan, and Emilio sit on the IFRA committee· We no
longer will have control over how the money is being spent. A
possible solution is to have a mandatory athletic fee We could
lower the SA fee and implement an athletic fee. As of January 1
we must give over power of the money.

Dr. Button: How many students sit on the board? Five.
Chris Hallen: It is our decision to decide on athletic fee?
Yes.
Cindy Wyffels: How many students are athletes? 300-500.

Emilio Dorcely: Mike Flarherty of Auxilliary Services came and
spoke, about what Auxilliary Services offers They offer two
scholarships. One is for students who serve the community
(deadline, March 3) and the other is for an employee of
Auxilliary Services who does a good job. There are a couple of
each type given oput and they are worth about $400· $500. They
are thinking about purchasing used Centro buses from Binghamtom
instead of the yellow buses because they can hold more people.
he also spoke about project 2000. Questions as to where an extra
yellow bus would be added and the mark up on text books were also
answered.

There is a bill next week for the SA newsletter. We will have
two editors who will be paid to type the articles and do the
postings. Emilio explained how he arrived at the figures for the
newsletter. Senators will write one or two paragraphs. Emilio
wanted this to be separate from The Oswegonian but it is the same
size as it.

Annexation Forum Thursday, November 16 at 7 p.m. in the Hewitt
Union Ballroom.

Monday and Wednesday, November 13 and 15 are Exchange Days.
Lunch on Monday and dinner on Wednesday. Read the article in The
Oswegonian.

Please report attacks and harassment to Public Safety.

FINANCE REPORT



Michelle Pettit: The Personal Safety Taskforce has decided to
breakdown into smaller sub groups so if you are interested in
joining part of the committee you now can· It meets at 8 a.m. in
711 Culkin.

Howie's doing well half of the SA tickets are sold.

The lAB has come before us. Many things need to be changed. We
have no control over how the money is spenht once it goes to the
IFB. I am afraid people will not know what is going on. Between
now and November 21 I will know more. Perhaps an athletic fee
should be considered. I fear a lack of continutiy. There will
be no auditing control.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Finance: Nothing set in stone about the trips. We have a
formula but no examples. In two weeks something will be written
down.
Rules: Meeting 5 p.m. Union.
Environmental: No meeting.
Elections: Nothing.
Student Services: No meeting. Meet at 5:30 next week after
this.
Annexation: Talk it up!!!
College/Community Relations: Sheet is going around for car
pooling. Meet at the main entrance of hewitt Union at 11:30 a.m·
and 6:15 p.m. You will get a certificate. Sign up to sit with
the alderman of your choice for dinner on Wednesday. Members
meet after this.

NEW BUSINESS

Bill #36- Education Club is asking for $165 sponsored by Mike
Tadros.
Bjll #37- SA newsletter is asking for $1,448 sponsored by Jim
Smith.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

Brenda Joseph: PPB-Roney Romm in the Union tonight he is a real
mind reader. Howie was on CBS this morning and the tickets are
going well.

Paul Austin: Friday at 4 p.m. there will be student information
on the Pep Club for the basketball team.

Jim Smith: If you have legal problems to SA Legal Aid.

Tom Lonquist: Thanks for all your4 support of Odetta.
Steeper Bell Auditorium has been dedicated and it has a
system.

The Ruth
new sound



Dean Wassenaar: There will be a blood drive after break. Are
there ways to enhance this? Emilio spoke about acts on campus
such as hazing, acts of intimidation and harassment. We have
remedies to these acts of ciolence. We have resources allover.

Kevin Wallace: Kevin asked what to do if the minority or racism
had to do with a professor and the De4an said to bring it to the
head of the department or the Dean of Academic Affairs.

Dave Chick: There were a few violent cases where a knife was
used. Go back to your constituents and let them know what is
going on. There were three isolated cases last week.

Rose Erdle: Motion to adjourn at 7:41 p.m.
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The 17th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 7 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Tim
Grosse (with proxy). Jenn O'Connor (with proxY)t Michael Tadros,
Kathleen Rowse (with proxY)t Cindy Wyffels.

The minutes were approved with no changes.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy: Dan thanked the mayor and the aldermen for lunch and
the tour. There was excellent media coverage! We now have a
better understanding of each other. The mayor spoke about his
days at Oswego and how he ran for President of the Student
Association and how he lost.

Governor Cuomo requested that all state agencies cut 2% of their
budgets. $175,000 must be cut now. Cuts may take place in the
library. We do not have any final figures yet. Lobbying must
take place in 1990. We must fight for our funds.

Residence Life and Housing has agreed to pay half of the Sunset
Inn Bill. The Student Association will have to pay $2 t 300 if the
bill is passed because some additional cuts were made.

Recommendations for Director of Public Safety have been made and
it is now up to President Weber to make a decision. Next week we
will announce who has been choosen.

Brian Dean t the Assistant Justice of the Court t announced that
two members of the court may be leaving. There were a few new
clubs that will come to campus. More information on how clubs
can become an organization.



Paul Austin said that the retreat last week went very well. The
channels of communication have been opened. There will be an
increase in cooperation. A 1990 GEO will be given away at one of
the basketball games. Various shots must be made. Pizzas and
gift certificates will also be given out. Everyone come and get
involved!!!

Miss-A-Meal will go to United Way.
need to involve the Greeks and the
be held on December 7, 1989. Sign

We have a goal of $4,000. We
off-campus students. It will
ups begin on Monday at lunch.

Emilio Dorcely: There is a blood drive taking place right now.
There is a bill submitted by the Red Cross. Tricia Bell came and
spoke about a dorm war, where the dorm with the most blood donors
would receive a monetary award. A fee for each dorm would be
required. Sign ups are in Hewitt Union, from 10-3. There is a
shortage in Central New York.

During the Holiday Season, people are more prone to accidents.
Please support them.

Dr. Button talked about reducing prejudice or biased remarks.
Students can sign a document that says they are against any of
these remarks. They will wear an armband. This event will take
place after Thanksgiving break and before the Holiday break.

We will need two editors two times a year to work on the SA
Newsletter.

There will be an annexation forum on Thursday at 7 p.m.! t! It
will be held in the Ballroom and students will be able to find
answers to their questions. Students could have a positive
affect.

FINANCE

Michelle Petit: Howie went well.
Attendance was about 2500.

All the SA tickets were sold.

Cindy's back from Florida and the conference went well. Lots of
information was given. We now have many options to work with.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Rules: None.
Environmental: Meeting in two weeks at Waterbury at 5:30 p.m.
College/Community Relations: Thanks to Tom and Don with the
relations with the City. Also thanks to Randy, Rose, Paul and
Emilio.
Annexation: Go tomorrow at 7 p.m.
Student Services: Meet at 5:30.
Elections: Ken is getting people and things together for the
1990 elections. Meet after this. Bill as a formality will be
coming up.



NEW BUSINESS

Bill #37 on the Blood Drive is in the packet for $100.
Dave Chick and Paul Westfall.

OLD BUSINESS

Bill #29

Vote on Bill #29 to come off the table: 25Y, ON, OA.
Rules: Passes.
Sponsors: Zel Elvi, Abner Jean Pierre.
Finance: Passed in the Finance Committee with the half
contribution from Residence Life and Housing.

Sponsors:

Zel Elvi: Yields to Aram: We have reduced the bill and made
cuts. Anyone can use the Sunset Inn. I would like to see a
formal ammendment made for the total.

Abner Jean Pierre: The bill speaks for itself. It is the
responsibility of the College to promote non-drinking activities.

Dan Murphy: I encourage a senator to make the friendly
ammendment that Aram spoke of. There has been a problem at the
forks in the road. There really aren't any good forms of
entertainment on this campus. The commitment must also come from
Residence Life and Housing. If the Chancellor of SUNY can
recommend this as one of the top 10 places to go, than we should
support it. This is a fixed asset. All of the equipment is
portable. There is a great dedication from Aram. He has put a
lot of wear and tear on his equipment.

Stephanie Boyd: There is no other type of place like this one.
SA is responsible to provide a place like this.

Scott White: Friendly ammendment to change the totals to
$42,256.95 and all the lines be changed accordingly. This place
offers many alternatives with a friendly atmosphere. I don't
want to let this die.

Paul Westfall: Motion to Question.
Vote to end debate: OY, 28N, OA.
Vote to end debate fails.

Trenice West:
#----

Friendly ammendment to add Account #915 to Account

Matt Cullivan: Call to question.
Vote to pass Bill 1129: 28Y, ON, OA.
Bill #29 clearly passes.

Bill 1136



Sponsors: Mike Tadros, Jennifer Greenwood.
Rules: Passes.
Finance: Cut the $20 for events and advertisements to $10.
$135.00 would now be the total.
Jennifer Greenwood: Two years ago the club was started. The
club needs to be restarted so that aspiring teachers can get
information.

Dave Chick: Friendly Ammendment to change the $20 to $10 for the
holiday and cut the advertising to $10.00.

Ken Koltun: Call to Question.
Vote to pass Bill #36: 23Y, ON, 5A.
Bill #36 passes.

Bill #37

Sponsors: Jim Smith
Finance: Senate must act as finance.
Rules: Passes.

Jim Smith: Many times people do not know about SA and the stuff
that is taking place. Many times The Oswegonian does not get
across the point that SA trys to make.

Kevin Wallace:
100%.

The goal of the newsletter is right on target

Laurie Horoschak: My constituents felt that people do not pick
up the perspective.

Ed Cohen: Friendly ammendment to loose $204.00 from the bulk
mail. Change from $220.00 to $200.00 for 4 pages insert in The
Oswegonian it would cost a total of $500.00. Also change to-oDe
semester, and from 8000 to 6000. If it is good, than we can do
it again next semester.

Ken Koltun: Call to question.
Vote to pass Bill #37: 22Y, 2N, OA.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

Emilio Dorcely: I hope everyone will get involved with the
letter. Thanks for those who are active. The judge will be the
senators to see how well it went. Think about your issue.

Dean Wassenaar: I hope the Senate will support the Blood Drive.
Giving blood is an essential way to give to mankind. These
questions will help to shed some light on annexation.

Brenda Joseph: PPB is happy that Howie and Ronney Ronn went so
well. December 2 is Shanghai.



Tom Lonnquist: Lawrence of Arabia is the movie tonight and it is
free for SA members.

Angela Natoli: Has the on-campus attack situation been solved?
Has the person been apprehended? There is a real concern about
campus security and people are really afraid.

Motion to adjourn at 9:15 p.m.
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The 18th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:13 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Laura
Carroll (with proxY)t Kenneth Koltun t Paul Westfall t Susan
Aldrich t Matthew Cullivan t David Chick t Walliang Rosene t Karyn
Ventrilla t Angela Natoli, Kathleen Rowse (with proxY)t Trenice
West, and Cindy Wyffels.

The minutes were approved with the following changes: Ed Cohen t
page 3 t third line t reverse 6000 and 8000, Scott White t page 2 t
2,250.

The agenda was approved with the following changes:
Business, Resolution #9.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

add to New

Dan Murphy: Next week there will be a state of the SA address
and it will be a long meeting.

Dr. Scharfenberger and Dan submitted Resolution #9. Jim Smith is
the sponsor. There are many biased related incidents on campus.
Monday through Wednesday students will be asked to sign an
agreement stating that they are against biased related incidents.
Tables will be set up in the Union. It is necessary to tell your
friends that these incidents do not belong on this campus. This
also includes the faculty and staff. Consider your personal
commitment. Workshops will be held later in the week. President
Weber will be giving an address this Saturday. In the Lead
Center tomorrow student leaders can sign up early.

Hugh Oyer passed away over the break. He was from the
Telecommunications Department. He will be missed by many. A
moment of silence was observed in his memory.



Miss-A-Meal will also be asking clubs and organizations to donate
money as well as the Greeks and off-campus students. Dan will be
in various residence halls to sign you up! We have a goal of
$4,000.

We have a new Director of Public Safety, Tom Ryan. He has worked
in the college community as well as in the city. He can help
with college/community relations. We originally offered the
position to a female. Congratulations to Tom. Tom Ryan: Public
safety is a campus-wide issue. I will be asking students and
staff to advise me on the various biased related incidents.

Emilio Dorcely:
calendar year.

In the packet is a list of options for the

Black History Month is coming up. We would like to invite, the
minister, Louis Farrakhan, to speak at Oswego. We do not have a
date. It will cost $7,000. The Black Student Union will make a
contribution. A tape of the minister was played.

Paul Austin: A 1990 GEO Storm will be given away at one of the
home basketball games. Five hundred people came to the last
game. They are playing really good ball. Mention this to your
constituents.

WTOP will have an SA spotlight where we can point out negative
and positive things. They have exceeded their add line.

Dan Murphy:
Shore.

Next week at 4:00 p.m. is a reception at Shady

FINANCE REPORT

There are positions open for Check Cashing and Box Office.
Budget Council for the Spring will be coming up. Dinner will be
given.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Elections: Bill on Special Orders next week. We will need more
help. A schedule for elections will be given.
Finance: None
Environmental: None
Annexation: None
College/Community Relations: None
Rules: Next week meeting at Funnelle at 5 p.m.
Student Services: Meeting after this.

NEW BUSINESS

Resolution #9
Bill #39 Crew Club sponsor Laurie Horoschak.
Bill #40 Lowest Limit in the Contingency Fund.



(Bill #41 Farrakhan)

RESOLUTION #9

Sponsor: Jim Smith
Rules: Passes
Finance: None

Jim Smith: Everyone should be in favor of this. On a college
campus everyone should be comfortable here. As student leaders
we must take initiative.

Ed Cohen: everyone should take a good look at this.
everyone not just ourselves.

Look after

Randy Shea: This is good but there is one problem. This can be
construed as a restriction against freedom of speech. Everyone
should have a freedom of expression.

Scott White: Move to question.

Resolution #9 passes by a vote of general consent.

OLD BUSINESS

Bill #38

Sponsors: Dave Chick, Paul Westfall.
Rules: Account #915 in be it enacted.
Finance: Passes

Jim Smith: Exchange Day with students notes that we are the
largest givers of blood.

Chris Hallen: Formal ammendment: Contingency Account #915. I
hope this passes by general consent.

Paul Frazier: Incentive to attract the students to give blood.
Only 95 students gave blood today. Tabling the bill for
pamphlets will not help.

Zel Elvi: Formal ammendment: SA suggests that the Red Cross re
evaluate and update the pamphlets as it may be discriminatory.

Passes with a vote of general consent.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENT

Scott White: Come to the basketball games.

Brenda Joseph: December PPB will have the Shanghai Quartet for
only $4.



Dean Wassenaar:
p.m.

Tom Lonnquist:

Emilio Dorcely:
Louis Farrakhan,

Come to the Lead Center tomorrow between 4-5

Das Boot the German film will play for free.

If you do not have time to read the article on
at least read the part with the asterisk.

Meeting adjourned at 8:25 p.m.
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The 19th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:16 p.m. The roll was taken with the following
senators absent: Mark Jackson, Ken Daus, Matthew Cullivan (with
proxy), Kevin Wallace, Angela Natoli, Kathleen Rowse, Stephanie
Boyd, John Doherty, and Dean Wassenaar.

The minutes were approved with no changes.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Rick Colenda: He talked about the Resident Life and Housing
budget for next year. The 1990-91 budget was dealt with in the
summer and the hearing has gone through the President's group.
The budget was taken to hall council last night but the college
administration has not seen it. The budget is being looked at
line by line. The preliminary budget has been constructed. They
have been looking at the following things for the past two weeks:
5% inflationary estimate, 7% increasE for regular services,
increase in temporary services, $8.3 million is the bottom line
which would lead to a $60 room rent increase per semester,
$100,00 added for special projects $27 000 added to charge for
operation increase in DA positions to $2.75, $200 increase in
room rent still keeps Oswego the lower of all schools. They have
a contract with the Union that promises a wage raise every year.
Money is needed to keep the building as well as to provide
programs for students. We will be getting feedback from various
groups as well as a decision on January 5.

Mike Giardena: The plus/minus system was discussed. If it is
passed everyone must use it. Emilio suggested to have all
senators have one written up and for people to vote on it.



Dan Murphy Talked about SA and how he saw a void in leadership
and filled it. PPB deserves credit and recognition for a great
job although they had problems last year. What has SA done 2
radio stations are on this campus, budget campaign, the parking
fee was postponed, improved media organization (WOCR, WTOP)
upgraded The Oswegonian. These investments needed to be made.
We have had problems with the forks in the road but we have
worked with the mayor and the common council. I am proud of the
executive branch and think Emilio has done an excellent job. We
have increased minority relations. We still have a lot of work
to finish. This work includes: AIDS information, Blue Light
System, to fix the rumor of the murder/rape. He is pleased with
SA's progress to make a better future for all of us· Monday,
Governor Cuomo will visit the campus and take a tour. He will be
speaking for an hour and a half in the Hewitt Union Ballroom,
beginning at 11:30 a.m. There will be a question and answer
session.

What needs to be done tonight about Farrakhan: financial issue
Dan thinks we should adhere to BSU's decision on who to bring to
represent Black History Month and respect those that may be
affected by the things that he says.

Senators are expected to: think before you speak, respects
other s opinions, do not feel pressured to vote either way. He
urged senators to follow parliamentary procedures and against
tabling the bill because this will defeat the bill and we should
take the responsibility to make a decision tonight. He
discouraged an executive session because he felt this is not the
time and place for cessession. When someone yields to someone
else, respect them whether they are students or not. He urged to
give Emilio credit for everything he has done for this event. He
has new financial ideas tonight. Dan hopes good comes out of
this and that he is behind the senators either way.

Emilio Dorcely: A vote was taken for the calendar option
Vote for option A: 20Y, ON, 2A.
Bills #41, #43, #44 are on Special Orders. Paul Westfall
sponsors Bill #43 and #44 and Trenice West sponsors Bill #41.

Tonight we will talk about Farrakhan and security for him. He
wants a friendly ammendment that many organizations are
contributing money and that 70% of the speakers fee pays $4,900
and SA pays $1,260 total. He hopes people make the decision for
the right reason. He does not want it to be tabled either. He
has put a lot of work into this bill.

FINANCE REPORT

Michelle Pettit:
(Bill #45).

The Oswegonian badly needs new equipment

The fund balance was talked about. We have a balance of $175,000



and approximately $5,000 flexibility for the remainder of the
year. I am comfortable about tabling Bill #40.

The rumor of the rape/murder was confirmed false.

Greg from Winterfest was introduced. Winterfest will be held
February 8-11. Greg will come to the first meeting next semester
for the budget.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Finance: Will speak on bills as they come up and would like to
take the Parent's Weekend Bill off the table.
Elections: Ken Koltun needs help!
Rules: Speak as they come up.
Environmental: None.
College Community Relations: None.
Student Services: None.

NEW BUSINESS

Bill 1142
Oswego Men's Soccer vote on this on January 24, 1990 add Dave
Chick to sponsors.
Sponsors: Ken Koltun, Ed Cohen Jim Smith, Mike Tadros, Chris
Hallen, and Zel Elvi, are sponsors for Bill #45-The Oswegonian.
Sponsors· Laurie Horoschak
Rules: Passes.
Finance: Passes.

Laurie Horoschak yields to Noel: There are 45 members on the
team.
Jim Smith: We should support them this year.

Ken Koltun: Call to question.

Vote to pass Bill #39:

Bill 1139 passes.

Bill 1140

24Y, ON, lAo

Dan Taft motions to table.
Motions to table Bill #40:

SPECIAL ORDERS

25Y, ON, lAo

Bill 1141
Sponsors: Zel Elvi, Mike Tadros, Abner Jean-Pierre, Walliang
Rosene.
Finance: Passes on what Emilio said earlier.
Rules: Passes.



Zel Elvi yields to Jamal: I urge you to read the article on
Farrahkan to determine whether or not he is anti semetic or not.
He pointed out that Farrakhan was here in 1977 and at other
colleges. Be open to new ideas and ways of thiking. Develop
your own ideals.
Zel: Five people showed up to the movie, where was everyone?
Farrakhan is coming to educate us and not to cause fights. He
brings people together.

Mike Tadros: yields to John Raspberry: I am glad to see
everyone here. There should be two sides heard tonight. A rabbi
is coming here. Both sides should be heard to cure ignorance.
He stressed to us to learn about other~s culture and to bring
Louis Farrakhan here.

Mike: I agree with Zel in that more senators should have shown
up for the movie on Sunday to learn. I have talked with anti
semetics and semetics. I speak in favor of this bill. We will
defeat the purpose of freedom by not allowing him here.

Abner Jean-Pierre: yields to Rasul Dawson: He was disappointed
in the number of senators and whites there. Why is everyone here
tonight and not on Sunday? More can be understood about
Farrakhan's talk of white devils if they were at the movie. He
will raise controversy if he comes.

Walliang Rosene: Yields ~o Ron: We need to cater to all
different groups here at times. This will be an experience for
all for Black History Month. He has been labeled and most is due
to ignorance. Many people have learned from listening to
Farrahkan. We choose what we want to listen to.

Chris Hallen: Friendly ammendment to change the breakdown of
funds. Speaker fee would be the same SA speaker would pay $4,900
BSU the same the new SA total would be $6,160. This is accepted.
He thinks Farrakhan will be a positive experience for Oswego. He
had questions and researched and does not agree with everything
Farrahkan says. Bias is a problem here and this could help.

Ken Koltun: Yields to Sean Koppelman: He has not heard the man
speak only goes by what he has read from the SA packet. He does
not support the Farrahkan visit. He feels BSU should seek
private funding.

Ken Koltun: I researched Farrahkan and listened to part of the
tape. I oppose the bill.

Jim Smith: I used to select lectures for PPB and I look for
people who will speak about things that we have not already heard
about. He would enlighten many by coming. When many can't offer
us anything, Farrahkan can.

Ed Cohen: yields to Jessica Gold: I have attended SU and I have
heard Farrakhan. Security should be stressed and Oswego s
security should be used as opposed to Farrahkan's men·



Rabbi Rapport: Five minutes segments of Farrahkan speaking.

Ed Cohen: Says Farrahkan preaches hate and says he's anti Jewish
and maybe even antiwhite. He says Farrahkan considers Jews as a
"gutter religion".

Dave Shultz: Emilio and Dave have done a lot of work on this.
They put together a packet from different newspapers. Most of
the authors are Jewish. These are unbiased publications. He
tried to be fair and couldn't find a lot of positive articles on
Farrahkan in the library. Dave read some of the articles.
Everyone has the right to speak. He things a contribution to
this man is wrong. Farrahkan divides people and doesn't bring
them together.

Ron Williams: He has talked to many residents and said many
senators presented Farrahkan in a negative manner. Senators
should be objective, they are primarily white and represented in
Oswego, and if we say no this is racist.

Mark Jackson: Yields to Rich Morales: This is a serious issue.
Many reasons have come up to not let Farrahkan come. Many are
afraid and that's why they don't want him to come. He doesn't
believe Farrahkan is a racist. If Farrahkan comes, I hope racism
will be alleviated. I don't want people to be afraid.
Mark: Louis Farrahkan is a separatist and a better lecturer
could have been found. This is separating all of us.

Trenice West: Yields to Kandice: My senator let the
constituents express their own opinions. This is how a senator
should address the subject. Farrahkan coming would promote the
subject of racism and get people to think. Not everyone wants
Farrahkan here, because people are scared, but we should be
afraid of what might happen if he doesn't come.

Trenice: The reason for anti-bias week was to promote harmony.
Farrahkan will come to educate and we are intelligent enough to
make our own decisions on what he says.

Ted Bunce: I have heard Farrahkan speak. Farrahkan is pro
black. Are we afraid of what this man has to say? He wants to
find out by bringing him here.

Tim: Yields to Jeff Glove: It is necessary to stick to the
subject. Farrahkan violates religion and isn't this against
anti-biased week. In his other appearances, comments were made
against Jews. If Farrahkan comes, Alpa Epsilon Pi will protest.

Tim: I spoke to my constituents and says many people do not want
him here. He is a radical person and racist. We should take
risks but this is too much.



Dr. Button: I admit that I grew up in a white community and was
taught to be prejudice against many minority groups but I am
recovering. I support the anti-bias week. I would like to hear
Farrahkan because we should have the opportunity to remain in
recovery. We'll get more positive things than negative.
Farrahkan won't separate us, we will. Farrahkan will help us
grow. He is proud to be a part of this. See L.C. if you want to
see the tape-

Paul Frazier: My constituents don't want Farrahkan. It will
benefit us if he doesn't come because our money shouldn't support
someone who opposes other races.

Randy Shea: Yields to Adam Schaeffer: I have seen Farrahkan and
was impressed with the reactions of people. He is against the
fact that people don't want him here because of money. He is
going to cause problems by how he effects everyone.
Randy: We are all guilty of prejudices. We can learn a lot from
all of this. If the issue wasn't presented by Senators in a
correct manner, it is because we are uneducated. I think about
what kind of impact this could have. This will have an impact on
our campus. This could separate blacks and whites and not bring
them together.

Michelle Pettit: Emilio said last week that 400 members would be
SA members. This is less than half of expected SA members.

Dave Chick: Why can't we get this issue of racism talked about
without Farrahkan coming?

Susan Aldrich:
This would help
want to look up

We cannot eliminate bias by having him here.
for educating during Black History Month. Do
to him? We should not spend the money.

we

Karen Ventrilla: Yields to Rich Morales:
what my senator said about my constituents
Karen: I read from Dave Shultz's packet.
chance and we can take it away if we want

I don't agree with
decision.
We have to give him a

to.

John Breaton: His speeches breed hatred. By allowing him to
come here we are supporting his beliefs, against ours.

Tom Lonnquist: We are here to make our own decisions and to
educate ourselves. America was founded by radicals and Farrakhan
is a radical but we shouldn't be afraid of what he says. We can
take of it what we want. I would like to hear him. The number
of SA students shouldn't predict our decision because this has
not always been the case· Make your own decisions whether the
majority wants it or not. You have nothing to fear but your own
ignorance. Bring Farrakhan here.

Laurie Horoschak: Call to question.
Motion to end debate: 16Y, 8N, 2A.
Motion Fails.



Paul Frazier: Yields to Rasul Dawson: I question the packet
that Dave Schultz put together. Mostly Jews are offended. Why
weren't more black journals used? We need both sides. I don't
believe Farrakhan would separate us only we can separate us·

Scott White: We pretty much have our opinions and it is a waste
of time to continue.

Dan Taft: I only brought one side to my constituents and will
abstain but I hope others will pass this. Farrakhan will not
build enough hate here to have you turn against your friends.

Rose Erdle: Yields to Alphonzo Davies: I am from SU and I saw
him there. Do we hate the man enough to want him dead? What did
he do to us? He would love to hear anyone speak. Let him speak
Rose: BSU choose him to come to talk about Black History Month
and I want someone to call to question.

John Breaton: Call to question.

Jim Smith:
Bill /141:
Bill #41:

I call for a roll call vote.
17Y, ION, lAo
passes.

Laura Carroll-Yes
Abner Jean-Pierre-Yes
Zel Elvi-Yes
Laurie Horoschak-Yes
Ed Cohen-No
Tim Grosse-No
Ken Koltun-No
Paul Westfall--No
Dan Taft-Yes
Mark Jackson-No
Chris Hallen-Yes
Rose Erdle-Yes
Scott White-Yes
Paul Frazier-Yes
Jennifer Greenwood-Yes
Julie Chesbrough-Yes
John Breaton-Abstain
Jenn O'Connor-No
Matthew Cullivan-No
David Chick-No
Mike Tadros-Yes
James Smith-Yes
Wlliang Rosene-Yes
Randy Shea-No
Karen Ventrilla-Yes
Trenice West-Yes
Cindy Wyffels-Yes
John Doherty-No



Bill 1143

Sponsor: Ken Koltun and Paul Westfall
Rules: Passes
Ken Koltun: I set up dates and I urge you to pass this with a
vote of general consent.
Bill 1143: Passes by a vote of general consent.

Bill 1144

Sponsors: Ken Koltun and Paul Westfall
Rules: Passes
Ken Koltun: I urge that this be passed with a vote of general
consent.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

Rich Morales: I apologize to Mark Jackson.

Ed Cohen: Waterman Theater, A Christmas Revel.

Paul Westfall: Ken Koltun was elected chief justice of IFC.

Ray Dearie: There are two positions open - Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court and Chief Justice.

Scott White: Basketball game at 7 p.m.

Meeting adjourned at 10:41 p.m.
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The 20th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:12 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Abner
Jean-Pierre (with proxy), Susan Aldrich, Kevin Wallace, Stephanie
Boyd, Angela Natoli, Ron Williams.

The minutes were approved with the following changes:
Doherty and p. 4 Paul Westfall.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

p. 5 John

Dan Murphy: Thanks to Tom for getting us back here!

Next week I will talk about the Governor's Budget. There will be
a 5% cut in workstudy people. We still must fight for parking
fee not to be implemented There are new members on the Board as
well as a new chair. The budget depends mostly on the deferment
of the income tax cut. The last phase of the tax cut will make
the difference.

The Soccer bill has been withdrawn. Athletic funding is fine as
it is. An athletic fee will not be implemented at this time.

The PIus/Minus Resolution will be discussed.

There is a bill to fund a play. The Dean spoke about the play.
The play is a significant effort to reduce bias and prejudice.
It will play on a number of campuses. It deals with many issues
such as anti-semetism, oppression, homophobia, sexism, etc. It
will be shown next Thursday and admission is free, 8 p.m.

We would like to take the Parent's Weekend Bill off the table.



There is also an annexation bill in the
of the power it gives college students.
change the atmosphere anywhere.

backet. I am not afraid
College students can

The Oswegonian Bill will be voted on tonight.

I am working with Dave and Paul to get S.E.E.P. together. I
would like to see SA run this. Perhaps we can pay somone to run
this. I would like to see the blue light system expanded.

Emilio Dorcely: There will be a new general requirement for
diversity. Race, Global awareness and Asians will be some of the
topics. Being that we live in a multicultural environment this
is very important.

Elections are approaching.

Mike Giardena spoke about the Plus/Minus Resolution.

Ed Cohen apologized to Mike Tadros for the personal attack he had
made.

Ed Cohen picks up sponsorship for the Parent's Weekend Bill.

FINANCE REPORT

Michelle Pettit: We need a minimum of six senators for budget
council. Budget council will take place on February 17, 18, 14,
25 in the formal lounge from 12-6 p.m.

There will be a budget prep workshop on Thursday at 4 p.m.

By February 2, 1990 we would like to have two assistant director
of finance trained and ready to go.

The Personal Safety Task Force meets on Thrusday at 8 a.m. in 711
Culkin.

We would like to have a referendum for the athletic fee. SA
plays a vital part here. Any questions please come and see me.

The Farrakhan bill passed for $7,000 and percentage of the fees.
We would like to change the method of payment to Minister
Farrakhan. Instead of the $7,000 and 60% of ticket sales, I
think it would be better if we paid him a flat fee of $10,000 and
we keep all the ticket revenue. This won t cost us any more, in
fact it will probably save us money and will especially save us
hassle. I'm not too excited about the thought of the Minister's
people watching us and us having to keep accounting to them. Do
any senators have any questions, concerns or comments?

Emilio: There are 4 open seats for off campus senators.



COMMITTEE REPORTS

Elections: Thursday there will be an ad in The Oswegonian.
Petitions are due on February 6, and voting will take place on
March 6. We will need help counting votes and hanging posters.
Finance: Will speak on bills as they come up.
Rules: Meet after this.
Environmental: None.
Student Services: Meet after this.

NEW BUSINESS

Bill #46 on Annexation is sponsored by Matt Cullivan and Ted
Bunce.
Bill #47 on the play "Under The Skin" for $600 will be sponsored
by Zel Elvi, James Smith, Mike Tadros, and Ed Cohen.

OLD BUSINESS

Bill #47
Sponsor: Ed Cohen
Finance: We would like Senate to act accordingly.
Rules: Passes.

Ed Cohen: We have made the commitment before. Due to the Jewish
holidays we fell short. This is a great community builder.

John Breaton: Friendly Ammendment to change the total to
$1,050.02. This is accepted.

Dan Murphy: This event has been greatly expanded. We need more
hotels in the area. Tom said there was a drop due to the Jewish
holidays as well as the inability for people to get hotels in the
Syracuse area. Thanks to Fr. Jim and Mary they did a great job.

Michelle Pettit: Account #915 to Account # should also be
added. SA should not have to pick this up. This should be a
student run event. I have a hard time with SA picking up the tab
for this. UAA has not picked up anything. Contingency is
already $12,000 in the red!!! How much money we have is something
we ought to keep in mind.

Dean Wasenaar: We have all said some very significant things.
Two or three years ago this was a product of the SA fee. This is
a major attraction with students. It should be a cooperative
event. The committee has been left short and SA is the only
group with a bank roll. Many have benefitted from this. Only
time some parents get to see their students participate in
certain events is during this time.

Paul Westfall:
established.

Friendly Ammendment to add Account #915 to be

Ken Koltun: Call to question.



Vote on Bill 1/27: 23Y, 2N, lA
Bill 1/27 clearly passes.

Bill 1140
Sponsors: Jim Smith, Chris Hallen
Finance: Friendly or formal ammendment for the Fund Balance to
remain at an appropriate level every year.
Rules: Questions whether this is in violation of Section 7
Bylaw 3.

Jim Smith: Yields to Michelle Pettit: The fund balance isn't
something tangible because it is a theory. I am not biased. It
is necessary to get our concerns on paper. SA can change the
laws at any time. We can cut out numbers and put in percentages.
The percentage should be 25. June 30 I got an audit. There are
many things that are accounted for. There are many accounts in
the red. We need $100,000 in order to survive the summer
liability and emergency equipment (which we should take 10% of).
We can leave a percent of it flexible. Funding for organizations
must be changed. It can become a bylaw. We need to finish this.

Jim Smith: I agree with Michelle because each year senators need
to leave SA financially sound. We will be leaving this for the
future of SA.

Chris Hallen:
our own power.
have to pass.

Without the numbers it is only a reaffirmation of
Past groups have allotted money. This does not

Dan Murphy: We have spent more money. We should compare what we
have spent our money on. The things have been fixed assets or
trips The end of the year will be our true indicator when
Michelle decides the SA fee. This year I will be more careful.
I would be hesitant to put anything in numbers SA and the
Director of Finance should discuss this.

Ed Cohen: Friendly Ammendment to add remain at an appropriate
level to be decided each fiscal year. Everyone must be concerned
with numbers.

Ted Bunce: Friendly ammendment to the second be it enacted
Director of Finance and ammended with the approval of the SA
Senate.

Scott White: This will be a good indication of what our
financial situation is.

Michelle Pettit: You can leave out the numbers and you do not
have to pass this bill·

Dean Wassenaar: What does the budget process allow for? We use
income controls to modify the budget. The budget is supposed to
be approved by the President of the College and every time the
budget is put forth a new change must be approved by the



Trustees. There are people on campus who can help us. Perhaps
we should not decide tonight. This is a complex issue.

Mike Tadros Yields to Paul Austin° This is a non-profit
organization. Mike Flaherty of Auxiliary Services takes 11% of
his gross income and couples this with fixed assets. This is
good for thought. There is a lot of literature here and I agree
with the Dean on this.

Motion to table by Karyn Ventrilla.

Bill 1145
Sponsors: Ken Koltun. Jim Smith, Ed Cohen, and Zel Elvi
Finance: Passes.
Rules: Passes.

Ken Koltun: This will be great for The Oswegonian graphics.
This will also be a great money saver in the long run.

Jim Smith:
terribly.
better for
this.

Max came in and said the old system is running
This system will be of a better quality. This is also
student experience. We have no choice but to pass

Ed Cohen: Yields to Max: Research has been done very carefully
for this. It will make our paper look great. Spending $11 000 a
year is something we will no longer have to do.

Ed Cohen: We need to continue our support.
also be easier. Ads may increase.

Training people will

Chris Hallen: I speak in favor of the bill. It is better if we
can equip students here. There was great opposition to passing
this in my hall.

Mike Tadros: The bill should pass.
for business as Ed said.

It may bring in more money

Zel Elvi: I agree with everyone that we need to upgrade the
system. It will pay for itself in three years.

Dan Murphy: There will be financial savings four or five years
down the road. We may loose some of the quality on photos. It
is also time for The Oswegonian to move ahead.

Michelle Pettit: Max has made a great effort here!!! She did a
tremendous job!!! There was great information. Be confident
that these are the best numbers.

Ted Bunce: Newsletter for SA will also be on this.
should increase.

SA coverage

Call to question.
Vote on Bill 1145: 24Y, ON, lAo



Bill #45 passes.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

Tom Lonnquist: Harder They come, Parenthood, Under the Skin are
all playing. Winterfest is coming with a Gong Show, paper
airplanes Smooshing Contest, Lyp Sync, Ice Bowling, Sleigh
Rides, etc· Chamber Music has 20 tickets left. Thanks to Todd
Zimmer and Janet Zangle for their graphics work There will be
cash prizes given. Branford Marceles Quartet has 500 seats.

Jim Smith: Wednesday at 5 p m. Finance will meet.
go to budget council.

Everyone must

Ed Cohen:
Tuesday at
biasedness
29, in 107
Farrakhan.

Next Wednesday articles are due for the newsletter.
7 p.m. in Hart Hall there will be meeting for

What is going on with open skating? Monday, January
Lanigan there will be some views expressed on

February 17 there will be lobbying in Albany.

Chris Hallen: Do SA students have privledges over high school
students? Yes!

Zel Elvi: Tommorrow and Friday the Sun Set Inn will be open from
9-2 with Top 40 and dance music.

Scott White: Come to the basketball games.

Meeting adjourned at 8:12 p.m.

P.S. Farrakhan will come on February 23 at 8 or 9 p.m.
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The 21st Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:10 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Laura
Carroll (with proxy), Kenneth Koltun, Paul Westfall, Jennifer
Greenwood (with proxy), Susan Aldrich, Cindy Wyffels.

The minutes were approved with the following changes: Michelle
Pettit: wouldn't like to have a referendum but may have to.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy: There are two openings for the Supreme Court and
there have been eight applications. Sean O'Donnell was appointed
as one of the Associate Justices. We would like to have one new
member for the impending case. At least one member will have
some experience. Chief Ray Dearie: The constitutionality of the
Farrakhan Bill is in question. The role of the Executive Board
is in question Monday will be the date for the case as it looks
now. This is a complaint. Right now there are four justices and
if the outcome is two in favor and two against the outcome would
be automatically guilty. The Farrakhan Bill may have to be re
submitted. Sean Koppelman submitted the case and the bill's
integrity is in question here.

Mike Wong, a sophomore, was appointed SASU delegate.
started an Asian Student Association and has gone on
conference.

He has
one SASU

There are two conferences coming up in the packet and I ask you
to be very careful in the manner in which you present these bills
since they are very important. They are Bills #49 and #50.



February 3 at Binghamton there will be a conference on biased
remarks.

Ted Bunce's constituency asked him to table the bill. We would
be willing to put this on referendum in March along with two
articles in The Oswegonian We need to get information out to
the students. There are many people here to answer your
questions. Bill Maroney spoke about the history of the college.
Dr. Sheldon established the college in 1861 and it remained in
the city for 100 years. The city administration would like to
bring the city and the college back together. Sheldon Beach is
something the city would like to reestablish The Common
Council in the end passes the funding for this. Dan is willing
to come to residence halls.

Mike Giardena wants to do something with the Plus/Minus System.
A vote was taken to put the issue on referendum in March (27Y,
3N, OA). It will be put on referendum in March.

All cigarette machines have been taken out of the residence
halls. None of the Hall Council officers called Dan Troube with
a problem with this. Hewitt Union put in a resolution to get rid
of the tobacco in the Sweet Shop.

In the opinion column of The Oswegonian there were slanderous
remarks made by Dave. Dan tried to stay neutral and in the
middle ground. I don't believe I said anything that Dave stated
that I did.

Emilio Dorcely: The statement. "if the bill didn't pass, I would
be personally hurt". This was not true. I let everyone know how
I felt about the bill.

The Hall Council President's meeting talked about having common
interests floors. Please mention this to your constituents.

The criteria that I used in order to choose the four new senators
were as follows: pr~vious experience, previous open seats,
people who wanted to run, and an extreme interest.

FINANCE REPORT

Michelle Pettit: Ten people are needed for Budget Council.
Assistant Director of Finance positions are open. SAVAC needs a
new ambulance and we need to think about this.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Finance: Will speak on bills as they come up.
Rules: Meet after this.
Student Services: Meet after this.
Environmental: A new chair is needed.
Elections: Everything is running well.



Sponsors: Ken Daus,
Grosse, John
Ted Bunce.

NEW BUSINESS

Resolution #10 would like to show our appreciation for Susan
Cirello who graduated in December. Sponsors: Chris Hallen, Ted
Bunce.
Bill #48: WTOP Abner Jean-Pierre. Ed Cohen, Bill Schreiner.
Bill #49: USSA Conference is very important for students to be
represented from SUNY Oswego. Sponsors Bill Schreiner. Jim
Smith, Karyn Ventrilla, Ted Bunce.
Bill #50: Lobbying for Oswego in Albany.
Rose Erdle, Bill Schreiner, Ed Cohen, Tim
Ousterhoust, Jim Smith Laurie Horoschak,

RESOLUTION 1110

Sponsors: Chris Hallen, Ted Bunce
Rules: Passes
Finance: Passes

Chris Hallen:
jo b.

I worked with Susan many times and she did a great

Ted Bunce: I'll second that.

Scott White: Call for a vote of general consent.
Resolution #10 passes with a vote of general consent.

OLD BUSINESS

Bill 1146

Sponsor: Thomas Bunce, Matthew Cullivan
Rules: Passes.
Finance: Passes.

Ted Bunce: My own hall tabled this bill since it is such a great
undertaking. What are the possibilities? The possibilities
could be endless.

John Breaton: Motion to table this bill.
Tabling Bill 1146: 26Y, 2N, OA.
Bill #46 is tabled.

Resolution 118

Sponsors: Karyn Ventrilla, Ken Koltun
Finance: Passes.
Rules: Passes.

Karyn Ventrilla: The referendum would be best.

John Breaton: Friendly ammendment to add "be it resolved that
the Student Association has decided to hold a campus-wide
referendum on March 6, 7 to decide the Plus/Minus Resolution".



Scott White:
also.

Please keep in mind that this must pass the faculty

Rose Erdle: Call to question.
Vote to pass Resolution #8: 28Y~ IN, OA.
The resolution will be on referendum.

Bill #47

Sponsors: Ed Cohen~ Mike Tadros~ Zel Elvi Jim Smith
Finance- Passes.
Rules: Passes.

Mike Tadros: The bill is self explanatory and I hope that it is
passed. All senators should attend this event.

Ed Cohen: This is the biggest issue on campus and it should be
passed by general consent.

Zel Elvi: This is a very good play and it is just another thing
SA can do for the students.

Jim Smith: Other SUNY students can bring us together.
make things easier.

It can

Laurie Horoschak: I am in support of this bill.

John Doherty: It seems like the money has already been spent and
what we do is just a formality.

Bill Schreiner: This play got excellent reviews in the paper and
this topic should be brought to light.

Kelly O'Brien:
order

We can't afford to throwaway our money in any

Tim Grosse: Call to question.
Bill #47: 27Y~ 2N~ IA.
Bill #47: Clearly passes.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENT

Dan Murphy: 8 p.m. "Under The Skin" will play in Waterman
Theater on Thursday.

Dean Wassenaar: Starting at 7:30 a·m. on the west side of campus
there will be a shuttle bus.

Ed Cohen: On February I4~ there will be a blood drive and on
February 15 along with a contest. Newsletters should be in by
this Friday.



Luke Stifflear: February 6 "Uncle Buck" is playing and February
7 Mahrainy's coming.

Candice: There are flyers in your mailboxes.

Tom Lonnquist: Please take this back to your halls, Branford
Marcellus $10.00 for tickets· It is only $50 to enter for
bowling. Only 20 teams can participate. The forms for
Winterfest are all out.

Paul Austin announced he is running for SA President.

Rich Morales is running for SA President with Karyn Ventrilla for
Vice-President. Thanks to Ed Cohen and Karyn Ventrilla for
helping with the letter writing.

Ron Williams announced that he is running for SA Vice-President.

Chris Hallen announced that he is NOT running for anything.

Laurie Horoschak announced that she is running for SA Vice
President.

Meeting adjourned at 8 p.m.
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The 22nd Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:12 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Chris
Hallen (with proxy). Susan Aldrich. Matthew Cullivan. David
Chick, Stephanie Boyd (with proxy). Kelly O'Brien.

The minutes were approved with no changes.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy:
committtee.

One student is still needed on the conduct
Brandon King was appointed to the committee.

Colleen Sullivan was appointed to the faculty assembly to sit in
on meetings.

Paul Westfall and Ken Koltun were appointed to the smoking
committee.

Two students are needed to sit in on the Middle State's Self
Steering Committee. The college is analyzed from a five year
period. The group meets once a month. Open to all except
seniors with a short interview.

Since annexation will be on referendum there will be more time to
get more information out to students. A mailing for students on
campus and an article in The Oswegonian would be good- The bill
in front of us must go to the Common Council. This will take
1-3 years to accomplish. We first must ask to become a part of
the city. We can pullout of this at any time. This is only a
way to start. President Weber will back the students in which
ever way they decide.



Ray Dearie: Monday a hearing was held with Koppelman vs. SA.
Tuesday from 6'20-8:45 the case was heard. Proceedings went well
but a decision has not been made. A decision will be made
hopefully by the end of the week.

We are looking for someone to talk at graduation. An add in The
Oswegonian has been placed. February 22, applications are due.
In March a group will be formed.

Emilio Dorcely: Emilio sent a letter to the Red Cross concerning
the pamphlet they distribute since one of the lines discriminates
against Haitians. He is behind the bill 100% and asks that this
one line not taint the bill and the good work that the Red Cross
has done.

Resolution #11 will be tabled by Ed Cohen so we can decide where
this bill fits in with other minorities.

There are 13 petitions for off campus senators.

FINANCE REPORT

Michelle Pettit: February 17 & 18, people are needed for the
Fund Balance. Saturday's we will go until 8 p.m. and Sunday
until 6 p.m.

We ate the leftover veggie tray from Mahrainy's Black Bottom.
We need female athlete for the athletic board.

COMMITTEE REPORT

Finance: We are unable to pass any more bills since we are in
such a financial strain.
Fules: Meeting after this.
Elections: Friday at 12 p.m. the slate of candidates will be
out.
Environmental: Rich Morales is the new chairperson who will
check out the evacuation plan for students in case of a nuclear
emergency.

NEW BUSINESS

Bill #51 is for the Blood Drive, Sponsors: Laurie Horoschak,
John Osterhout, Tim Grosse.
Bill #52 is for the Crew Team, Sponsors Bill Schreiner, Ken
Koltun, Zel Elvi.
Bill #53 is for the Pre-Law Society to go to Albany Law School on
February 27, Sponsors: John Osterhout, Jim Smith, Ed Cohen

Resolution #11

Sponsors: John Osterhout, Jim Smith, Ted Bunce, Ed Cohen
Rules: Passes



Ed Cohen: I spoke to John Raspberry the Director of Minority
Affairs.

Ken Koltun: Vote to table this resolution.

Vote to table Resolution #11'
The resolution was tabled.

OLD BUSINESS

Bill #48

23Y, 2N, 3A.

We question the breakdown of funds.

Sponsors:
Finance:
merits.
Rules:

Dan Taft- Abner Jean Pierre, Ed Cohen.
Recommendation that this bill fails on its financial

Dan Taft yields to Steve Messina: WTOP is on every single day
for 13 hours and can be utilized by all majors. The equipment we
have is not functioning. With the new equipment, maintenance
will be easier. We have a graphics computer that has enabled us
to make our add line for the first time in the history of WTOP
It takes 10 hours to produce one ad. The program guides are
finally here. TOP has expanded greatly. I urge you to pass this
bill. We were supposed to get cameras but we have cut the price
down considerably.

Dan: This is a package deal and this is not a surprise. I am a
broadcast major. Syracuse and Ithaca can't come close to the
hours we have put in. We also need to have more room at WTOP. A
TV station always needs constant updating. WTOP is a good
organization and we should support them.

Ed Cohen: I concur with Dan. We need to commit to students. A
teleprompter will help in all aspects.

Abner Jean-Pierre: Time can be spent with the equipment and then
creativity will come into play.

Bill Schreiner: Jamal has put out a production which coincides
with Black History Month. People are shocked that a State
University could be on 7 days a week and have the number of hours
of programming that we do. We are submitting various programs to
various networks. Pieces of Oswego and WTOP are sent out· This
is a part of the three year plan. The last 2 years of the plan
have been switched.

Michelle Pettit: WTOP does have 100 people but they have
received every piece of equipment and then some. They have
already told us that they are ahead. I am opposed to this! They
have received over $20,000 in this legislative session alone!

Mike Tadros: I am pro WTOP and work at Channel 5 TV network. We
have great equipment at WTOP. We should feel proud. I feel very



strongly against this bill· We should wait for a bill for the
cameras. We are doing better than the rest. I urge you to vote
no!

Jim Smith: I think that this bill should be tabled. We
shouldn't break an SA promise. Our account is already in the
red. SAVAC needs $9000 for an ambulance. We need to set
priorities

Dr. Button: I have a negative response towards the fact that we
need specifics. I hope this bill gets turned down. A bill
shouldn't be submitted this way.

Paul Westfall: Call to Question
Vote to pass Bill #48: 9Y, 18N, 2A.
Bill #48 fails.

Bill #49

Sponsors: Karyn Ventrilla, Bill Schreiner, Ted Bunce, Jim Smith
Finance: This bill fails finance.
Rules: Account HIS should be added.

Karyn Ventrilla: This is an important bill since we need to come
closer to delegates. Bill should pass since it is so important.

Jim Smith: I speak in favor of the bill. WTOP will continue to
function. Students who get financial aid need this so they have
accessibility to school.

Bill Schreiner: No college can exist in a vaccumn· I support
this bill. We need to attain as much information as possible.

Ted Bunce: Yields to Rich Morales: Constituents were concerned
because we were taking a trip. Long term interests are
important. There has been a decrease in financial aid. We
should lobby for Categorical grants as opposed to Block grants.
Students are graduating but are taking out more loans so we
graduate in debt very often. Two years of military work or
community service might be necessary in order to receive
financial aid.

Jeffery White: There is a good reason to go down there but we
are financially strapped.

Dan Taft: A friendly ammendment should be to add that the
students give a presentation.

Abner Jean-Pierre: Friendly ammendment to add: whereas these
students attending the conference will give a presentation to
hall councils upon request.

Michelle Pettit: I must speak against this since contingency is
already $15,000 in the red. I urge you not to pass this. Dan
can contribute $100 from his account.



Dr. Button: I asked the Senate last semester to prioritize where
the money was going to come from. How are we going to sit down
in a comprehensive way. Various bills should be supported. A
thoughtful and concerted manner is the way bills should be
considered. Regardless of history we need to take a stand.

Dean Wassenaar:
money.

I will not approve of anymore transfers of

John Osterhost: This becomes an "iffy" situation.
must be decided.

Fund balance

Tom Lonnquist: SA has not changed from previous meetings or
years. We need to address the fiscal situation. It is time to
look at some different options.

Mike Tadros: I ask that the chair be relinquished.

Emilio Dorcely: In order to make a decision we need to choose to
do something. We need to represent the students. Everyone has a
responsibility to do what is right. You must take into
consideration what the Dean says, but in my opinion you must make
a decision for you.

Ken Koltun: Call to Question.
Bill #49: l5Y, 5N, 4A.
Bill #49 Passes.

Bill #50

Sponsors:
Finance: This bill fails.
Rules: Passes.

Rose Erdle: I am worried about the money. It is still a good
bill. By going to this conference we can get in touch with the
governor. Parking fee is another important issue, what do we get
out of it. Our voices in Oswego need to be heard. I would like
to see this pass.

Ken Daus:

Jim Smith:
lobbied and
The parking
all to pass

The legislative process can be learned.

SASU is very important to all students. Students
wrote to legislators last year. SASU organized us.
fee is like a hidden tuition increase. We owe it to
this.

Bill Schreiner: This is an investment. I wouldn't mind paying
an increase in tuition or in the parking fee if I knew I was
going to get something out of it. This isn't draining our already
drained accounts.



Ted Bunce: Student governments were formed in order to have
say. No one on this campus wants an increased parking fee.
would be a grave error not to send students.

a
This

Laurie Horoschak:
support this.

This is a hard decision but we should all

Tim Grosse: 25 students is a low number but it will represent
our campus well.

Ken Koltun: I went on this trip last year. I went to workshops
and met many legislators. I am in favor of this bill.

Dan Taft: 6 different bills allocated $4,000 and we need to be
more prudent in our spending.

Paul Westfall: Call to question.
Vote to pass Bill #50: 25Y, IN, OA.
Bill #50 Passes.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENT

Ron Williams: Proceeds must be decided by a chief officer. A
campus review board must be decided by President Weber.

Dean Wassenaar: This is out of the budget.
numbers to assign this to.

There are no account

Michelle Pettit: Please pick up your napkins. Tommorrow we set
up the priorities for the remainder of the legislative session.
Everyone must pull together.

Ken Koltun: Elections and smoking committees meet after this.

Rich Morales: Environmental meeting on Wednesday at 5:30.

Dean Wassenaar: I am very appreciative of the money in the
contingency account. Money went to literacy volunteers. I have
been on the Board of LVA and this has a powerful impact on
citizens who cannot read. Many people are supportive of this.
Please bring this back to your constituents.

Tom Lonnquist: Winterfest is this weekend. "Creature From The
Black Lagoon" and Brandford Marcelus are coming!!

Ed Cohen: Rules meet after this and he formally announced that
he is running for Vice President of the Student Association.

John Breaton: Tommorrow is the Seniro 100 day countdown.

Meeting adjourned at 8:37 p.m.
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The 23rd Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6 11 p.m

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Laura
Carroll Kenneth Koltun, Paul Westfall: Rose Erdle (with proxy),
Susan Aldrich, Walliang Rosene (with proxy) Cindy Wyffels (with
proxy), John Doherty.

The minutes were approved with the following changes Scott
White was absent, p.3 Jim Smith, If TOP had requested only a VTR
I would be in favor of it.

The agenda was approved with no changes-

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy SASU's legislative Conference will begin on Friday
at 5 p m. and there are 10 openings

One student is still needed for the smoking committee.

Zel Elvi was appointed to the Conduct Committee.

John Osterhout was appointed to the Middle State's Planning
Committee.

The search for a new telecommunications director is still in
progress.

A Pro and Con flyer for the issue of annexation for all on campus
students will be handed out and an article in The Oswegonian will
be published. I am speaking at Waterbury on Sunday night Scott
Scanlon is speaking to the aldermen, 2 are interested or in favor
of annexation two opposed and the remainder undecided. They
will look at it. I will also speak at Seneca Hall on Tuesday at
10 p.m.



President of the United States is going to Columbia and I offer a
prayer for Donald and Ivana Trump

Emilio Dorcely A summary of the court case was given and SA won
all accounts except one- A change in the form of payment is
needed·

The formal slate is up and Plus/Minus and Annexation will be on
the referendum

FINANCE REPORT

Budget council will start at 12 p-m. on this weekend in Room 212

Valentine from Personel Safety Task Force.

Twenty people went to the meeting and there were 3 options and
both groups choose Bill #54. (13 people didn t show up.)

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Finance: Will speak on the bills as they come up.
Student Services: Tuesday at 3:45 meeting in SA.
Elections: In two weeks we will have a debate.

Ray Dearie: Laurie Horoschak and Ron Williams have filed
against the Election Committee. We must determine many
things and consider the time constraint. Two hundred and
fifty signatures are needed and the petitions are either
missing signatures or have a lost sheet. The Election
Committee did a great job! It is out of the hands of the
Elections Committee.

Environmental: There is no evacuation plan. Rich was going to
find out which buses are going to pick us up.
Rules: Will speak on the bills as they come up.

Bill #41

Sponsors Zel Elvi Mike Tadros Abner Jean Pierre, Walliang
Rosene.
Rules: Passes
Finance: Rules

Mike Tadros Motion to ammend something previously adopted.
Zel Elvi Better to make it $10,000 flat·
Dan Murphy This is only a formality due to the Supreme Court
case. My Director of Finance agrees with leaving this at a flat
rate of $10,000. There is no debate over his appearance here
should evolve. Stick to the financial merits here
Michelle Pettit The ministers flat fee is $10,000 as opposed to
$6,100.
Scott White Call to question.
Vote on Bill #41: 24Y 3N, 2A.



Bill 1t46

Sponsors Ted Bunce, Matt Cullivan
Rules Passes
Finance: Passes

Dr Van Schak This deserves to be aired thoroughly. Only 12
students came to the forum. You should consider the pro sand
con's to the issue to see if it merits being put on referendum.
How important is this to the students? The leadership body
should consider this Please look at all sides.

Matthew Cullivan: The referendum really means nothing since the
first signatures are needed from the Board of Elections in
Oswegq

Bill Schreiner: This is just starting the process The people
who will vote are the interested students. Some percentage of
the students still won't vote.

Dr. Van Schaak: Be careful of how the wording of the annexation
is placed on the referendum.

Dan Murphy: I want something to bring to City Hall. We the
Senate have the power to pass this. I am still in favor of this.
The few of us that are involved I am still in favor.

Dr. Button: Dan wants to pursue annexation and perhaps the
wording should be different Perhaps a change in the bill should
be made.

Jenn O'Connor: I talked with Eli Rapport and he said that we
need to get a general concensus from the student body.

Ed Cohen:
Accepted.

Friendly ammendment to change desire to pursue.

Chris Hallen:
take time.

I like the way the bill is worded because it may

Matt Cullivan: I am in full agreement with Dan.
the ball rolling.

We should start

Jim Smith: Call to question.

Bill 1t46: 22Y, 4N, lAo
Bill #46 clearly passes.

Resolution Itll

Sponsor: Ed Cohen
Rules: Passes
Finance: Passes



Ed Cohen:
to remove

In the end JSU should not be considered.
JSU and the Asian Student Union.

I would like

Zel Elvi Change the 5th whereas to Asian Student Association
and take out the JSU and in the be it enacted take out the JSU
and change fee to feel is my friendly ammendment.

John Osterhout Call to question.
Resolution #11 passes by a vote of general consent.

Bill #54

Sponsors: John Osterhout Bill Schreiner Chris Hallen Karyn
Ventrill~

Rules Infringing on the Senates right Section 7 article 1
bylaw 4.
Finance: Senate should act as finance committee.

Jim Smith: Bill #54 will enable us to continue funding.
says what we should use the money towards.

It also

Bill Schreiner: We are under pressure to get back on track and
spend some money. A surplus committee should be implemented.

Chris Hallen: This is our best option.
he says we can change this at any time.

I agree with Emilio when

Karyn Ventrilla: This makes fund balance more tangible.

Michelle Pettit: She explained how the fund balance works Fund
balance needs to be kept at $150,000. She also explained the 3
options in order to alleviate the budget. This is a conscious
decision by you that you know where the income is going and how
it is being spent. If this is not done, we can also recall 7%
from all of our organizations to have an incredibly high SA fee.
To be reviewed each year can be added to the bill.

Paul Austin: Something like this is necessary. There is a
possibility of extending contingency. We need to put ourselves
on a leash. We will also have to examine our clubs and
organizations.

Ed Cohen: Friendly ammendment to change #2 to 15%, #3 10%-this
is not accepted. We need to rebudget since our ambulance corps
needs a new ambulance and TOP should get more money SA needs a
little more money.

Ted Bunce: Last week I was annoyed when someone stood up and
said he wasn t going to sign anything. Jim Smith said we really
need this. Please call to question.

Dave Chick: Friendly Ammendment to change #2 18% ($13,369.25),
#3 7% ($5,199.15). We should have never gotten into this
predicament in the first place.



Michelle Pettit: We are already in the hole· The original
allocation was already five times this- The $5 299 number isn t
good.

Dr. Button: I have encouraged something like this I was around
last. To pass this is not enough. You must decide who you are
going to give money to. Philosophy and values come into play
here. We arent sure of the figures. The budget is already low.
For your friends it is too easy to give them money. Make a guide
and stick by it. I appreciate the opportunity to speak here

Jeffery White: I agree with Jeff and Ted. Michelle says we
should not change the bill. In light of the past spending spree
we shouldn't pass this like it is.

Scott White: Formal ammendment to change this back. Objection.

Vote to debate: 9Y, 14N, 2A.
Vote on formal ammendment l8Y, 5N, 2A.
Formal Ammendment passes.

Scott White Something had to be done here, excellent step
towards meeting the goal

OLD BUSINESS

Bill #51

Sponsors Ted Bunce, Laurie Horoschak Tim Grosse
Rules: Passes
Finance: Recommends this be cut to 0 since it is not good to
fund for independent programming.

Laurie Horoschak:
emphasized here.

The importance of donating blood should be

Tim Grosse: The money is only a token of our appreciation It
is such a worthy cause. I give blood.

Ted yields to Carla: Johnson Hall was very concerned with the
comments on the back of the pamphlet. We will press the FDA as
to why these are on the back of the pamphlets. We will do
something about this.

Ted Bunce: I would like to appeal to our sense of compassion.
What we are putting in we are getting out.

Michelle Pettit
supported this.
blood.

The Blood Drive is important and we have
You should get your constituents out to give

Scott White:
money but we
strapped.

We really can't do this. The Greeks are giving
cannot afford to do this since we are financially



Dave Chick: When it comes to the wording of the bill we can pass
a resolution. We really need to address this situation.

Jeffery White:
have the money.

Chris Hallen:

What is $100? I am against this bill. We do not
Other organizations have donated money.

Friendly ammendment to change acounts to #917.

Matt Cullivan:
pamphlet as it

Friendly ammendment to add:
is discriminatory.

FDA re-evaluate the

John Breaton" Call to question
Bill #51: 4Y, 16N, SA.
Bill 1/51 fails.

Bill #52

Sponsors: Ken Koltun, Bill Schreiner, Zel Elvi.
Rules: Add 1/989
Finance: Passes out of fixed assets since we have $6,000.

Bill Schreiner: Since this is coming out of fixed assets we can
purchase something that will be usefull for awhile.

Gunther Fishgold: Crew has been here for 3 semesters.
a standstill but we don't have the means to transport
very expensive sport.

We are at
Crew is a

Chris Hallen: Seeing our financial straights this is a fixed
asset and we are able to purchase this.

Michelle Pettit: This is more on the level of our spending.
Their teasurer did not go to program fund last semester and there
is still $181 in their account.

Zel yields to Gunther: Rent pay and maintenence will be used
with that money. We are now looking at what we need.

Zel Elvi: I really do support giving them money. Crew is
growing and hopefully in a few years they could have a team.

Jeffery White: There are five meets in this semester and we will
need to suport them.

Jim Smith: I'm in favor of this bill. A fixed asset is buying
something that will be around for a long while. I am in favor of
this since the 35 members who have been training yet they can't
even compete. Do we want them to continue rowing against each
other?

Dave Chick: Everything is growing. The Northeast is known for
its crew teams. If we establish a crew team, we could possibly
draw prospective students here.



Ted Bunce yields to Gunther Fishgold:
from our pockets and fund raisers.

Scott White: Call to question
Vote to pass Bill #52: 21Y, 2N, 2A.
Bill #52 passes.

Bill #53

Most of our funding comes

Sponsors: Jim Smith John Osterhout, Ed Cohen
Rules: Needs account numbers.
Finance: Recommends this fail since we think they can fund it
themselves.

Ed Cohen yields to Brandon King: Besides Albany Law School we
will have a guided tour of the Capitol, and sit in on classes
The reason the Pre-Law Society is here is because there is no
Pre-Law major here. Twenty-two members asked to go although
there are only 20 spots. This is good for seniors who wish to go
to law school.

Ed Cohen: I support this whole heartedly.
the education of many.

This is to further

Jim Smith yields to Chuck Luttuca: We understand SA s fiscal
problems but the money won't be ill spent. This is the
environment where we will be spending our next three years This
opportunity may decide what we will do with ourselves. This is
our first appropriation beyond our initial charter. We are a
very active group. Our events are all well attended.

Jim Smith: We have been funding for 45%. The object of SA is to
fill the gaps of education. I'm in favor of this bill.

Dr. Button: Regardless of whether or not I support this, the
budget must be met.

Michelle Pettit: I didn't ask for money when I was looking for a
job. We must look at the nickles and dimes. People must be
fiscally responsible.

Dave Chick This is a good trip for students to go on. I feel
students can swing the $10·50 if they don't go downtown a couple
of nights.

Matt Cullivan: Hundreds of dollars are spent by these people on
law school applications alone.

Ted Bunce: Friendly ammendment at the 4th whereas, add members
of the Pre-Law Society should give a presentation on what they
have learned on the trip.



Chris Hallen: We must put ourselves on a tight leash. I think
people can find the $10 45% isn't a good number. I recommend
that this bill fail.

Scott White:
this.

Bill #54 was only as symbolic gesture if we pass

Paul Frazier: Call to question.
Vote on Bill #53: 3Y, 15N, 4A.
Bill #53 Fails.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENT

Brandon King: Every trailor will be an investment

Dr. Button: There are difficult values and judgements when it
comes to our friendships. My understanding is that there is no
money in the contingency fund. If there is no money to be had
than this is tough. We were trying to help a group. They know
how they can spend their money. Not only on its merits but with
which to budget. If I'm wrong, let me know.

Emilio Dorcely: Congratulations for Bill #54 and passing it. We
haven't had money in the fund. We consciously said we will only
spend $3,000 more this semester. We have put a limit on
spending. Hopefully we won't surpass this.

Ed Cohen: We won't be able to get the letter out.

Ken Koltun: What have we given back to the campus? More than
half of the campus knows squat about the three candidates. There
aren't any trophies or titles A trip is an individual thing, so
therefore it seems wrong.

Michelle Pettit: Keep your eye out for people who feel awkward
about the Valentine.

Zel Elvi: Gospel Choir Friday at 8 p.m. with two guests, one
from Cortland.

Tom Lonnquist: There are still a couple of tickets left for
Brandford Marcelus. Get this out to your constituents.

Chris Hallen: I am glad SA was fiscally responsible and these
all came from different accounts. Hopefully we will shoot down
more bills.

Paul Austin:
out.

Flyers for student nominations are being passed

Bill Schreiner: I am pleased that SA is taking a new fiscal
course. TOP hasn't taken this well. We are limiting life to
3700.



Kahan Sablo: Friday at 8 p.m. Syracuse and Cortland choirs will
be here to sing. The celebration is free and this is our third
year.

Ed Cohen: Personal Safety meeting at 8 a.m· 711 Culkin
giving a program in Hart Hall at * p.m. on Farrakhan.

L.C. is

Toni Pole announces that she is running for Vice President of SA.

Meeting adjourned at 907 p.m.
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The 24th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:05 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Laura
Carroll (with proxy), Kenneth Koltun, Paul Westfall Susan
Aldrich, Dave Chick, Karyn Ventrilla, Stephanie Boyd (with
proxy), Ron Williams, John Doherty.

The following changes in the minutes were made: Resolution #11
strike Asian Student Union, p.7 bill Schriener: strike limiting
life to $3,700.00, p. 3 Jeffery White I agree with Dave and Ted.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy: This is my 100th Senate meeting.

Ian Pesetky was appointed to the Supreme Court.

We still need students for three (3) committees. Laurie
Roroschak was appointed to the Telephone Committee, Matt Cullivan
was appointed to the Smoking Committee and Jeffery White was
appointed to the 5-Year Middle States Committee.

We attended the SASU Conference this weekend. Unions have
provided faculty and staff with free parking in their contracts.
We need to lobby our legislators!!! This is only a hidden
tuition increase. If this is approved, the fee will go up to
$120.00 a year. The legislators are the only friends we have.
The governor is responsible for this fee. Last year we ate three
(3) million dollars. Everyone should be charged to park on
campus not only students. This especially affects people who are
only taking one 3 credit course! This is not dead. Four hundred
dollars ($400) was saved from the conference. Mike Wong will
give a brief overview.



Emilio Dorcely: Thursday, February 22, there will be a forum on
Crisis in Medieval Institutions.

There is a bill on Special Orders for the Hockey Team.
be subsidized by students if you wish.

This can

Emilio talked about how The Oswegonian only takes one side of the
issue· He feels that enough research is not being done. He
wants to know if anyone has checked the tapes of the meeting.

Mike Wong: He talked about SASU and what it does for students
The biased issue was talked about. Diversification is yet
another issue. Perhaps schools can be given incentives to hire a
diverse faculty There was also given a sheet out on health
services. There is a proposal for a health fee of $150 and an
additional $50 if not covered by parents.

Monday is Lobby Day. He also talked about the possible increase
in the parking fee. The user fees are being defered to students
Please don't be apathetic!

Ray Dearie: The hearings merited case statue due to the time
constraint. He informally announced his decision. Plaintiff
Horoschak was found in favor and Williams against.

FINANCE

Michelle Pettit: 12:00 is Budget Council.

In the newspaper the reporter questioned senators as to how much
money was left in various accounts and said that I did not tell
senators this information. Senators can come to me anytime they
wish to find this information.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Finance: Senate please act as finance.
Rules: Meeting after this. Everything passes.
Environment: Passed around things which were recycled and hopes
we can use them here. Plastic bags that the bookstore uses and
the paint that goes into the river is being looked at.
Student Services: Meeting Tuesday at 3:45.
Elections Committee: Jenn O'Connor is the new chairperson. Many
people are needed on the Elections Committee. Candidates will be
on the WTOP on Tuesday at 9 p.m.

Bill #56

Sponsors: Jim Smith
Finance: Senate act
Rules: Passes



Charlie Davis The competition is so great and without support
it makes it very difficult. Eight people called tonight. Fans
make our job alot easier. Getting the word out will be equally
as important. Forty-four people will be needed.

Jim Smith: Friendly ammendment to charge $3 or $4 for each would
be a good idea. SA still funds athletics and our hockey team
deserves to be supported.

Michelle Pettit: More than 25% of the budget goes towards
athletics. We have many events going on here on Friday. Ken
left many things in the notes that we have no internal controls
or volunteers for this bus ride. Passing this you would be
sending people for two nights- Set a minimum for the bus and
consider all things.

Ed Cohen: Last week we did not send the Pre-Law Society.
are going to send them, I would suggest $5.

If we

Scott White: I am a huge fan but there are too many events going
on here as Michelle said Please keep Bill #54 in your mind.

Chris Hallen: Friendly ammendment at the 4th whereas to add
A & E Bus Company and change the price to $300 and each student
would contribute $4 and the %th whereas if 3/4 of the bus is not
filled the bus will be cancelled by 11 a.m. on Friday. This is
accepted. It is important to support our teams yet we don't know
what is coming up in the future. We would not send Pre-Law on an
education trip.

Jeffery White: They could take money out of the IFR account.
There are only 2 days and this is not enough time to get the
information to students.

Laurie Horoschak: Call to Question.

Paul Frazier:
is not neede~

I would like to speak against this bill since it

Dan Taft: Friendly Ammendment to add Account #915 to Account
#301, and change the sum to $270.00. Accepted by sponsor.

Matt Cullivan:
supported.

Financially this is a sound bill and should be

John Osterhout: Call to Question.
Vote to pass bill #56: 12Y, 12N, 2A.
Motion to reconsider.

Dr. Button: I speak against this bill on the financial aspects
it merits. We need to be consistent and look down the road In
my judgement there will be more bills that will affect a greater
number of people. I urge you to vote against this.



Kelly O'Brian: Friendly Ammendment to the 3rd whereas if they
win on Friday 23 then they will go on Saturday, 5th whereas to
$135 for one bus and the deadline would be on Friday at 4:30

Ed Cohen: Formal ammendment to change student contribution from
$4 to $5: 3Y, 18N, 2A.
This formal ammendment fails.

Chris Hallen: Friendly ammendment to add in the be it enacted
160 from $270. Dr. Button says we must look at what is coming
up. There will be more important things along the way.

Paul Frazier: I would like to reiterate what Dr. Button said.
The Pre-Law wanted to go for an educational trip and we want to
send students to see a hockey game? I urge that SA fail this
bill.

Jeffery White: For a certain time there is a cancellation fee.

Laurie Horosckak: Only 200 people went to the last home game
against Hobart. Financially this is not sound.

Abner Jean Pierre:
support.

Some parents will attend so that is enough

Scott White: Call to question.
Vote to pass Bill #56: 9Y, 17N, 2A.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENT

Ed Cohen: Someone wrote Jew on the blackboard next to my name.
Cayuga at 4:30 is busting bias program.

Paul Austin: The tenth guy won the car which was given away.

Brenda Joseph: Friday James Mapes will be here for $3/non SA
and $2/SA. Gospel Choir will entertain you before the Farrakhan
lecture.

Max: The Supreme Court did find Emilio as saying these things.
The reason we wanted the bill on Special Orders was so that they
could be installed over break.

Dr. Button: In 1987 we started a
members out of the class are here
classes like this in the future.
participate.

course for new students and 4
today. We will have more
I encourage everyone to

Laurie Horoschak: Re-announces her candidacy for Vice President.

Jim Smith:
consistent

The numbers in both counts of the bills should be
for our constituents sake.



Cindy Wyffells: Wednesday, Friday and Saturday Carmen the opera
will be playing.

Todd Zellen:
Friday.

There will be a protest of Minister Farrakhan on

L.C.-12 a·m. there will be a celebration for Black History Month
with awards and music.

Dr. Button: Last basketball game of the season is Monday night.

Adjourned at 7 51 p.m.
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The 25th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:02 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Laura
Carroll, Tim Grosse(with proxy), Ted Bunce(with proxy), Paul
Frazier, Susan Aldrich, Matthew Cullivan, Cindy Wyffels, Ron
Williams, Jeffery White.

The minutes were approved with no changes.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy:
Paul Westfall and Ken Koltun briefly gave their resignation.

Paul Austin is looking for seniors to be on the committee for a
senior speaker.

There were many things going on Friday night and I hope you took
advantage of them. The PPB director was hypnotized. The final
analysis of the Farrakhan lecture was that it was inspiring for
many Afro--Americans for Black History Month. Budget Council also
took place this weekend and after 15 or 16 hours of this you will
know where the money goes to.

This weekend will be the USSA conference in Washington, D C.

Dan handed out applications for internships and gave a brief
explanation of these.

Dan also passed out the NYS Student Leader newspaper written by
Eric Coppelino and cost about $100 a year.



Emilio Dorcely:

There will be a forum on Thursday for the Vice-President and
Presidents with question and answer time.

Jenn ° Connor will be the new election chairperson. She will
need 10-15 people for Tuesday and Wednesday to help with the
election.

There is a resolution in the packet for ROTC which is very
interesting. This will become a national issue with time

SAVAC needs $19,000 for an ambulance. They have gone to other
sources but realize that there is only so much we can do.

The Farrakhan lecture is on file in the media library in Lanigan
for anyone to view.

FINANCE REPORT

Michelle Pettit:
Monday night there is another meeting for budget council.
Packet on ACCESS was given out. Please do some research on this.

1800 people went to Farrakhan and SA sold 1300 tickets.

7-9:30 there is a Career Fair in the ballroom with lots of
handouts and information.

Stephanie Boyd had to resign so Katherine King was appointed
senator.

COMMITTEES

Student Services: Meeting on Tuesday at 3:45 p.m.
Rules: Meet after this to discuss the bills.
Elections: Everything is going well and according to schedule.
I need someone to open and close in the Union.
Environment: April 16 23 is Earth Week and there is a resolution
in the packet to use recycled paper. Posters which are being
hung by the bridge is another large issue. We are checking up on
asbestos removal. There will be a shoreline clean up after break
and would like it if the College/Community Relations Committee
got involved with us.

NEW BUSINESS

Bill #55: ACCESS is in the packet and needs to be explained to
the hall councils. This is not an easy bill to explain.
Sponsors: Mike Tadros, John Osterhout.

Bill #57: This is a financial bill.
Osterhout.

Sponsors: Jim Smith, John



Bill 1158:
Sponsors:

SAVAC needs $13,000 from SA for an ambulance.
Ed Cohen, Dave Chick.

Resolution #12: Sponsors: John Osterhout Paul Frazier, Karyn
Ventrilla, Jim Smith, Ed Cohen

Resolution 1112:
Resolution 1112:
Resolution #12:

Motion to table this by Mike Tadros.
22Y. ON, 2A.
tabled.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

Tom Lonnquist: Please feel free to call me if you have any
questions on ACCESS and take as long as you want to discuss it.
There will be no increase in the SA fee if this is supported.
This will stabilize income lines and bring cultural events to the
students. We can make monetary and financial decisions based on
this. This is contingent upon an Auxiliary Services Grant match.
There will be an additional $1 from students on campus. Hall
Council ?lso plays an important role here. We don't know how
this will turn out because we can't foresee the future. The goal
is to get 33% of the students attending the shows.

Chris Hallen:
resigned.

This was very sad that these two senators

Rich Morales: We are going to D.C. this weekend to fight Bush's
freeze on Pell Grants, against the raise in the two year return
for Chinese students. We are in favor of a bill to increase
voter registration and turnout and against the Nation and
Community Services Act of 1989.

Coy: This resolution is not to put ROTC on campus Any program
which said no Jews or Blacks would not be allowed on this campus
since the trustees would have a problem with it. This is not
only a local issue. The pressures we place will hopefully change
things on other campuses.

Dr. Button David McNally stuck around Senate even when things
were tough. He had a big influence on what happened in the end.
Use your influence to figure out what happened

Dan Murphy: I'm forming an Annexation sub committee to put down
on paper what we would like to have from the City. I was
negligent in my duties of attending the parking meeting. The
shuttle was recommended to continue. Public safety is going to
have to better label lots for snow removal policies. After
Spring Break there will be a status on the parking fee. There is
a 4 million dollar proposal in the Governors budget. There are
many conflicts within the university.

Michelle Pettit: This is a good first project for the Fund
Balance Committee.

Meeting adjourned at 7:05 p.m.
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The 26th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:15 p.m.

The role was taken with the following senators absent:

The minutes were approved with the following changes: Coy
Ludwig-off campus.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy: The USSA Conference in D.C went well. I will give
a formal presentation after break. There will be a federal
financial aid workshop next week Rich Morales talked about what
happened over the weekend. People from Conneticut said some bad
stuff John Raspberry also gave a five-minute speech.

On March 16-18 there will be a People of Color Caucus in Albany.

Some communities in Marathon, Fl. are looking for spring breakers
to visit them. We received a letter from a man in the travel
business and he would like us to get in touch if we are
interested

A sponsor must be chosen for Miss A-Meal. Michelle from Special
Olympics talked about the various things that they do. This is a
non--profit organization where 93% of the funds are ascertained by
fund raisers. We must decide next Wednesday.

Emilio Dorcely: There are many things we need to look out for if
we annex; such as voter registration and gerry mandering.

The Red Cross came to us for $100 and they were turned down but
perhaps we should start a campaign against the FDA. We may want
to involve other schools in the area. If interested please see



Emilio.

This was the last day of elections and we had a couple of
problems. Jenn did a great job. Fifteen to sixteen hundred
people voted which was an average turnout The winners were
announced after the meeting. Good luck to all.

FINANCE

Budget council met on Monday night We are working hard to get
all of this done. On March 21, appeals will be heard. We may
have to get together again.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Rules: Speak as they come up.
Finance' Senate please act.
Student Services: None.
Environment: None.
Annexation: Sub~committee is being formed

NEW BUSINESS

Bill #59 JSU has a bill to go to Brockport on Monday, April 9 for
$72 to attend a SADER. Sponsored by John Osterhout.

OLD BUSINESS

Senate should act.
John Osterhout, Mike Tadros.

table Bill #55: 26Y, ON, OA.

Bill #55
Rules: Would
Board.
Finance:
Sponsors:
Motion to

like to have an ammendment to add the Hewitt Union

Bill #57
Rules Passes
Finance: Senate should act.
Sponsors: Jim Smith, John Osterhout.

Jim Smith: As SA finances get more harried we need to take a
stand on students who pay an SA fee. I think independent program
funding should not be done for the remainder of the year.

Ted Bunce:
bill and is
vote.

There should not be a lot of discussion about this
good financially I hope someone calls this to a

Michelle Pettit: This is what we talked about for options. To
battle the hole we have built we must do this. We would not be
funding anymore organizations.

Karyn Ventrilla: Call to questions.
Vote to pass Bill #57: 23Y, ON, 3A.



Bill #57 passes.

Bill #58

Rules' Passes
Finance: Senate should act.
Sponsors: Ed Cohen.

Ed Cohen: I speak in favor of this bill and I hope Miss-A-Meal
is tabled.

John Osterhout: Motion to table Bill #58
Bill #58: 14Y, 4N, 6A.
Bill #58 is tabled.

Resolution #12

Rules: Passes.
Finance: None.
Sponsors: John Osterhout, Jim Smith, Paul Frazier, Ed Cohen,
Karyn Ventrilla.

John Osterhout: This is not a bill to throw ROTC off campus. We
are agreeing with SUNY law.

Jim Smith: I don't see how we can't pass this- The trustees of
SUNY outline various things. How can we justify not passing
this.

Ed Cohen: We can't kid ourselves and we must be bias-busters.
This is not ROTC but pressure must be placed.

Karyn Ventrilla:
passed.

We are contributing to biasness if this isn't

Reggie: This is looking much broader than our miopic world.
Many things we look at are biased. Signs and advertisements are
enough to verify this.

Mike Tadros: Friendly Ammendment to be it enacted is under the
mandate of American Department of Defense. Sit back and think
about this. On one hand it is American Policy and on the other
hand it is against American policy.

Zel Elvi: yields to Kevin: ROTC will allow anyone training US
Government will not allow this. Nothing can be done about it.
It must go to the government. You should write to your
congressmen.

Zel Elvi:
campus.

Bill should be tabled. ROTC shouldn't be removed from

Bill Schriener: ROTC is a beneficial organization. This goes
against the policy of American Government yet we take this. We



find policy wrong and unacceptable. This is not acceptable. The
antibiased campaign in December was a waste of time if we don't
pass this.

Emilio Dorcely If ROTC is following practices under the
military of the u.s. If we pass a resolution we are concerned
because ROTC is following this practice This is the same as the
Red Cross and the FDA.

Chris Hallen: We must look at this issue· Students ate being
funded for this. Supreme Court case is now asking students to
give back monies. There is no reason this shouldn't be passed.

Matt Cullivan:
like to see an

I made an ammendment to the Red Cross and I would
ammendment to change this to the Army.

Ted Bunce: I am in favor of this bill.
would we like the faculty to take?

What tentative action

John Breaton: I have no problem with this bill. We are giving
our opinion and giving our permission to do anything. I think we
need to clarify this bill. I think it is a good bill.

Dean Wassenaar: You must act so the faculty assembly knows that
you are concerned.

Jeffery White: Was the bias there in the Army, Navy, Air Force
or Marines since it has always been sectionalized. This is a big
question with the Department of Defense. This does not have
anything to do with ROTC. They benefit a few.

Brenda Jospeh: This is discrimination against certain people.
SA recognized that it is a blatant discrimination. US history
has laws which have been indiscriminatory.

John Osterhout: Call to question- objection.

Bill Schriener: We must take a stand here. It may need some
more looking into. Our feelings should be known.

Matt Cullivan: The third whereas should be deleted: Reserve
Officers Training Core and replaced with Department of Defense,
friendly ammendment and in the be it resolved delete ROTC and add
Department of Defense. This is not accepted.

Dr. Button: People have made up thier minds about the
discrimination in ROTC.

Ted Bunce: Motion to question.
To end debate: l5Y, 6N, 3A.
Vote to pass Resolution #12: l6Y, 6N 3A.
Motion to recall.



Mike Tadros: Yields to Kevin: I recommend that MattIs friendly
ammendment be re-enacted. It is not our fault that the
government discriminates. I invite anyone to come and join us.

Ed Cohen: We signed and endorsed the biased busting agreement.

John Breaton: Last be it resolved-formal ammendment:
than removing ROTC from the campus.
Vote to pass formal ammendment: 12Y, 6N 4A.
Formal ammendment fails.

add other

Kelly O'Brian:
want to remove

It was stated by the sponsors that they didn't
ROTC.

Ted Bunce: yields to Coy Ludwig: The faculty may have a number
of options. If you pass this you're not endorsing anything.
This is only one step. There is a lot of homophobia and
harassment on this campus.

Ted Bunce:
mix.

It excludes a few but is beneficial to many doesn't

Karyn Ventrilla: I voted no against the formal ammendment. We
disagree with the Defense Department.

Chris Hallen: I hope they aren't taken off campuses. We are
working with bureaucracy here. We need to place pressure on
ROTC.

Dr. Button: I was drafted into the army 35 years ago and I
experienced many types of discriminations. I abhor
discrimination. This bill speaks to me personally on whether or
not I agree with institutionalized discrimination. I hope bodies
like this pass resolutions like this more often. This must be
brought to people's attentions. Vote for this bill because it
is a message.

John Osterhout: Move to question:
Vote to pass Resolution #12: 15Y,
Resolution #12 passes.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

21Y, 2N,
7N, 2A.

1A.

Jenn O'Connor: All candidates please stay after.

Panhellenic would like to place boxes in halls for a good drive.

Director of Operations of SAVAC: the bill was tabled for the
ambulance and an extra $4,000 will be added. Our money from
United Way will not be accepted since we did not get money from
SA. There are alot of uninformed senators out there, I was only
asked one question. This could have been cleared up.

Chris Hallen: Motion to adjourn at 8 p.m.
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The 27th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:03 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent:
Carroll, Zel elvi, and Kelly 0 Brian.

the minutes were approved with no changes.

The agenda was approved with no changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Laura

Dan Murphy:
Mi s s -A-Mea 1.

A vote was taken on where the money should go from
SAVAC will get the proceeds.

Congratulations to Ed Cohen and Paul Austin on their victory in
the elections! I think more students knew about the elections
this year. All candidates did well. Unity is needed after the
elections. It hurts SA if all candidates are not involved
because it has in the past.

There will be an Olympics of WTOP and SA on Saturday. There will
be a softball game at 2 p.m., Sunday basketball from 1:30-3:30
p.m. and on Tuesday from 7:30-9:30 volleyball. Someone will be
the winner with two out of three games.

There will be certificates for basketball. The two speakers for
graduation have been chosen, Michelle Rost for professional
studies and Dan Murphy for Arts and Sciences.

The deferral of the income tax cut has been refused and Judy
Krebs came to talk about this. The faculty and staff have one
month for a parking fee. This brings students closer to a
parking fee. SUNY Board of Trustees has 5 or 6 new trustees.
The students will walk out and eliminate the quorum if they don't
get what they want. This is a good stalling tactic. Judy handed



out parking tickets to be mailed in to legislators to lobby
against the parking fee The Chancellor has not set a limit for
the parking fee figure. There will be a three quarter increase
overall in the budget which is mandatory. Judy left copies of
the Governor's budget in the SA office- There is a 1.5 billion
dollar deficit in the state budget. Where should cuts be made?
SUNY must take the major cuts along with the increase in the
tuition.

Julius Davis, the Vice President of USSA explained what is going
on at the Federal level. USSA is the same as SASU but on a
National level The week of October 23 was a week of action with
regard to education. People do not think that students care
about education. We need to get out and lobby The Re
authorization Act of 1965 is up for re-authorization which
includes PELL, TAP, and all loans. We have set up some goals for
the remainder of the year. They are ... more grant funding,
special services, publicity and information desemination, to
better serve the needs for middle class students, abolish fees
for forms, extraneous requirements and simplification of
application process. Colleges need to be more accessible with
better college work study, displacement of loans or funds, and
examining the way students needs are focused. Hotline number in
D.C. (202)347-7172. Table for better writing. (202)347-8772.

Internships for the summer with education can see Dan for
information.

Emilio Dorcely:
John Raspberry: Last Friday at 8 a.m. people of color came and
protested in front of Culkin. The people were caught but there
was alot of pclarization between blacks and whites. The people
caught had to do 40 hours of community service and write a letter
to The Oswegonian of apology This is a premeditated document
that they sat down and made sure it was correct.

Next week there will be appeals for budget council.

Bill #55 on ACCESS the sponsor of it wishes to withdraw it.

NEW BUSINESS

Jamnesty on TGIF on April 6, with a battle of the bands between
$468-$500. Sponsors are John Osterhout, Karyn Ventrilla, Abner
Jean-Pierre.

FINANCE REPORT

Appeals are next week so please be here.

There are many positions opening up for next year in SA such as
D.O.F., assistant D.O.F , Senate Clerk Box Office, and tellers.

On Quest Day the SA office is closed. No classes on March 29.



COMMITTEE REPORTS

Elections: done!
Rules: Passes
Student Services: No report
Annexation: None
Finance: No report-Senate can act.
Environmental: Recycling paper for SA.

OLD BUSINESS

Bill /159
Sponsor: John Osterhout
Rules Passes
Finance: Senate should act

Dave Chick: I am against this bill and I am Jewish and I think
students should have their own traditional SADAR here.

Ed Cohen: Friendly Ammendment to 2,3,4 to change it to SADER, I
speak in favor of this bill. We must look to religious and
cultural diversity.

Make Tadros: I sat on Budget Council and this is an important
bill yet where are all the members. Only Ed is here today.

Ted Bunce; My hall council spoke in favor of this. It is a
crime to send people away. A minister was here to speak and
Judiaism is not only a religion but a culture. This is an issue
of travel. On this campus this should be provided for. It's
wrong that people have to leave the campus to celebrate this
religion.

Jim Smith: This isn't religious. Educational trip is what pre
law came to us for and they were turned down.

Scott White: I came here without any knowledge of the Jewish
faith. No preparation on JSU's part to see what could be done
closer to home.

Chris Hallen: Move to question.
End debate: 24Y, ON, lAo
Vote to pass Bill /159: 3Y, 21N .. 2A.
Bill /159 fails.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

Dan Murphy:
Choir Boys.

Tommorrow night in Waterman Theater is the Vienna

Shari Malowitz' The Oswegonian computers came in. We hope to
use it in our April 1st edition. We are waiting for installation
and training is being done.



Brenda Joseph: PPB-general applications due Monday, March 26 in
Room 216 in Hewitt Union.

Ed Cohen: 2 positions for off campus, and 1 position for SA
Clerk.

Dan Murphy: Last Senate meeting next week so please stay the
distance.

Karyn Ventrilla: Tuesday, March 23-great abortion debate

Meeting adjourned 8:22 p.m.
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Dan Murphy
Emilio Dorcely

-

6. Finance report

7. Committee reports

8. New Business

9. Old Business
Bill 1160

10. Announcements and Public Comment

11. Adjournment
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The 28th Meeting of the 25th Legislative Session was called to
order at 6:10 p.m.

The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Karyn
Ventrilla, Jeffery White, John Doherty, Cindy Wyffels, Zel Elvi,
Rose Erdle, Julie Chesbrough (with proxy), and Dave Chick.

The minutes were approved with no changes.

The agenda was approved after moving Resolution #13 after Old
Business.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Murphy:
Thursday, April 5 will be the Miss-A-Meal for SAVAC. We hope to
pass around a change bucket at the Greek tables.

SA vs. WTOP olympics will take place this weekend. Volleyball
and softball.

Dan gave his farewell speech. We looked over the bills that we
passed this year. Some of the bills included, Art Exhibition,
WTOP, Farrakhan, The Oswegonian, WOZZ. SunSet Inn, Trips, "Go
SA", Parent"s Weekend, newsletter, clubs, athletics and
conferences. Dan had a hands-on approach, Emilio had his own
agenda this year. Michelle, the Director of Finance, had her own
problems and concerns. She had a lot of patience. When it was
time to stop spending, she told us to stop. The department will
be left in good shape. Paul Austin is and will be a capable
leader who must be very sensitive. John Raspberry had his own
set of things to do. Dean Wassenaar gave me good advice and
faith in me even when I was a senator. Tom Lonnquist also gave
me good advice although it does conflict sometimes with the
deans. He is blamed for too much and there is too much suspicion
he works only for the good of the students Thanks to Dr. Button



who always sticks to his beliefs and rules. The Senate had very
good debates and has worked very hard. Two senators who I hope
will be back are Jim Smith and Laurie Horoschak. The first issue
that we tackled was diversity on this campus and the curriculum
reform as well as Farrakhan. We also revamped our media groups.
wazz also received its FCC license. We were able to delay the
parking fee and the tuition increase was vetoed. The campus was
alive with new and different people. The campus is less unified
than last year, but I think that this is a stage the campus must
go through. The plus/minus and annexation issues were both
looked at. I love public service a great deal and have learned a
lot from doing this job.

Emilio Dorcely:
Dan covered just about every aspect. I would like to thank Dan a
lot. After doing the Vice-Presidency he stayed on to do the
Presidency. What he has done is very admirable. Whereever he
goes he will do a great job. Twenty or thirty years from now
there will be people thanking him for a job well done. I also
got to know Michelle as a person. She has done one of the best
jobs. She follows what the Senate has wanted to do and made a
way to make it possible. I have known Dr. Button for four years
and he has told me that you can do anyth~ng that you want to do
as long as you try. Tom has been a good person and all of his
ideas come from the heart. He works for the students. L.C. is a
newcomer here but he has many great ideas. The times I have
worked with Dean Wassenaar he has been fair and consistent as
well as openminded. I don't think the Senate has even touched
enough on minority issues. We do care about a variety of things,
just look at the variety of bills that we passed. Annexation is
a political issue which was well worth the while. I did
everything because I thought it was right - always follow your
heart.

Michelle Pettit:
This is my fourth year here and I always get sappy but it is the
beginning for someone else. I have tremendous respect for both
Dan and Emilio. They always said we must leave the office as
friends. Thanks to Jim Smith for chairing the Finance Committee.
We must examine the qualitative not quantitative aspects of bills
as Randy Shea said. Thanks to my four assistants. The Senate
did a lot of things this year and in the end things were done
well. We know how to handle things in the future. You have been
responsible and spent your money well.

Tonight we have four appeals.

The more money we get that goes towards SAVAC the better.
means the less that SA will have to contribute.

Michelle, Dan and Emilio were all presented with plaques.

This



COMMITTEE REPORTS

Rules: None
Student Services: None
Finance- None
Environmental April 21 is a clean up for SAVE.
Annexation: None

OLD BUSINESS

Bill 1160
Sponsors: Mike Tadros, John Osterhout
Rules: Account numbers to be added
Finance: Senate should act as finance

Mike Tadros: Yields to Nancy: Human rights is a very important
issue and it is very easy to get involved. By going to a concert
people will feel that they are involved.

John Osterhout:
very important.

I speak in favor of this bill. What they do is
We have not spent any money yet this semester.

Ed Cohen Friendly ammendment to change the be it enacted to
change the total to $384.75. In the past we have brought
political prisoners here.

Ted Bunce: Call to question-objection.

John Breaton:
11977.

Friendly ammendment to put in Account #915 to

Dan Taft: Call to question.
Vote to pass Bill 1160: 23Y, ON, OA.
Bill 1160 passes.

Resolution 1113

Sponsors: Bill Schreiner, Ted Bunce, Abner Jean-Pierre,
Jim Smith
Rules: Senate should act as rules.

Ted Bunce: This kind of thinking is evil and destructive. I
think people take black unity as a treat. This is a form of
promoting genocide. This is not a form of free speech, this is a
form of harrassment and racism. What has to be done to look at
our mistakes. Collectively we are all racists. I am not saying
to condemn yourself but to confront yourself. This is cut and
dry and it is our responsibility to pass this.

Bill Schreiner: Biased related crimes are a form of assault and
are a form of genocide. These are acts of violence. The bias
campaign is a lot of hot air and we do not care about students of
color if we do not pass this,



Jim Smith: Right now we must send a message to our constituents.
Biased things offend me. I don't have a problem with people
being expelled. This resolution at Culkin won't change the
judicial form' however, it is very important to pass this.

Abner Jean ·Pierre: The punishment that the students received was
unfair and sent out a poor message.

Tim Grosse: Students who posted in the 5th whereas, I feel this
is very strong because expulsion could ruin a person's life.
Should we not try to help the person? I am against this bill.

Mike Tadros: Friendly ammendment to all persons found guilty of
a biased related crime be handled with mandatory suspension or
expulsion. This is a very serious crime. Protests and many
other things happened. We are pledging against these crimes and
supporting the people who are oppressed.

Scott White: I am behind this resolution 100%. When we first
started discussing it I thought it was ambiguous. These are only
suggestions not laws. It is an extreme privledge to be accepted
to a college. Suspension or expulsion is in lin~

Chris Hallen: I grew up with colored people all my life. All
acts of bias should be included. This is a very serious crime.

Katherine King: Friendly ammendment to the 2nd whereas to biased
related crimes against all people, and in the 5th whereas be it
resolved. First friendly ammendment fails It would be more
fair for all people to be included.

Paul Austin: This is a message that we wish to send being
leaders of the future we need to make changes.

Dr. Button: I am a recovering racist. If I was kicked out of
school I would not have met such a diverse group of students. I
would not be here today Without doing the thinking which is
necessary, you are saying that you do not want to help these
people.

John Osterhout: The punishment should have been harsher. A
biased related incident such as this could put tags on people for
the remainder of their lives.

Jennifer Greenwood:
Counseling could be
over. This effects

Students here are to be protected.
an option. The scar of expulsion will carry
people of the future.

Call to question objection.

Ed Cohen After going to a prejudice workshop, I have seen many
new things. Can we punish people by expulsion for their views.

Paul Austin: Motion for Emilio to step down.



Emilio Dorcely: Expulsion of a student or mandatory suspension
is necessary. Tough love is necessary to show them that this is
deplorable. You need to know this for the remainder of your
life. This is like academic warning. One should be responsible
and respectful.

Walliang Rosene. Yields to Ron Williams: We are in a learning
institution. This is not conductive to learning. It is a
privledge to be here in Oswego. When they infringe on others
rights this is not fair. Ignorance continues. I am upset
because a stronger action was not taken.

Dan Taft: Move to question
Vote to end debate: 20Y, ON, 2A
Vote to pass Resolution #13:Laura Carroll y, Abner Jean Pierre y,
Laurie Horoschak y, Ed Cohen a, Tim Grosse n, Daniel Taft y, Ted
Bunce y, Chris Hallen a, Scott White y, Paul Frazier y, Ken Daus
a, Jennifer Greenwood y, Julie Chesbrough y, John Breaton y, Jenn
O'Connor y, Mike Tadros y, Jim Smith y, Walliang Rosene y Bill
Schreiner y, John Osterhout a, Kelly O'Brian y, Kate Broderick y,
Katherine King y.

Resolution #13: Passes 18Y, IN, 4A.

Bill #58
Sponsors: Ed Cohen
Rules: Passes
Finance: Let Senate act
Ed Cohen yields to Steve Andrews: We needed a new vehicle so we
formed a committee. We started with 19 prospects and narrowed it
down to 5. Maintenance has to be done by the dealer so this is
also another very important aspect. We hoped to get $9,000 for
our ambulance but now $15,000 from Fulton is a possibility-
Ed Cohen: I am highly in favor of this bill. If we push Miss-A
Meal this could be a great success.

Michelle Pettit: We worked
I feel is very attainable.
funds were to go to. There

very hard to get at this level which
Michelle explained where all the
are lots of pros and cons.

Dan Murphy: We took a lot of time and did a lot of work so the
commitment could be as low as possible. Could possibly get
$1,000 from the town, and $200 from Oneida. Perhaps we could get
a good price. The people of SAVAC deserve the best ambulance
possible. I support this.

Dr. Button: I am still not satisfied that there are really good
sound figures here. If I had to vote on this, it would be
difficult to vote.

Jim Smith: There is a thing called opportunity costs. Perhaps
now is the best time to buy an ambulance. We need an ambulance
so we should buy it now when the cost is low.



Linda Friendly ammendment to change it to $7200 (the total) and
to allocated from Account #915 to #881.

Dan Murphy: Dr. Button is not very happy about the way SAVAC
went about getting these figures.

Dr. Button: What bothers me is the way SAVAC went about getting
the figures I can't believe we need a $70,000 vehicle for this
campus. I wonder if this is the best ambulance only because of
the negotiation process.

Steve: Type 2 is what we have now. Type 3 has a different type
of ride and the cost for revamping is cheaper.

Dr. Thompson: The city has four vehicles sitting inside a garage
so the vehicles are a lot less run down. This is a customized
vehicle. The coach company is able to build on a box in the
back. The base price is not negotiable but the fine tuning is.
This is short term vs. long term costs here. Replacibility of
the box is very important.

Linda: The economics of the ambulance has been discussed. It
may not be safe to drive. How much value do we place on human
lives.

Jim Smith: Call to question.
Vote to pass Bill #58: 20Y, ON, OA.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMENT

Scott White:
return.

The first Senate year was adventurous and I hope to

Ed Cohen:
in Mackin,

I had a great time this year. There will be a sader
and I hope Dan comes back to visit.

Abner Jean-Pierre: It was a rough night but tomorrow is Derby
Day, tickets are on sale.

Ted Bunce: Dan is a good friend but no JFK. Lots of memories
and spirits here. Michelle was an incredible financial leader.

Chris Hallen: This is my second year and administration and I
look up to Michelle, Dan and Emilio. Finances are set for future
senators. Only give money for emergencies.

Ken Daus: Commendations are given to the Executive Branch and it
has been a pleasure working with everyone. I am out of here.

John Breaton:

Tim Grosse:

It's been rea;

You re all great and I 11 be back.



Randy Shea: Michelle did a great job-

Jennifer O'Connor: My first year here and thanks for supporting
me during the election.

Kevin: Money is spent on good things. Thanks to Michelle. I
will be back in finance.
Michelle Pettit After four years. I am leaving with a bang. I
will miss Dan and Emilio and this year has been interesting.

Jim Smith: Last call anyone? I have known Dan and Emilio for
four years and have grown to respect them. Michelle has been a
helpful friend. All three complement each other. Good show.
I applied to come back and I wish the best in the future. One
thousand points of life do the best.

Julie Chesbrough: Sorry I couldn't make the meeting, Dan and
Emilio you have don a great job.

Paul Austin: I pray for wisdom and guidance.
because I'll need your help.

Please return

Digger: I had an interesting time and we have taken a lot of
heat. Michelle taught me about money. I respect Randy. I am
returning and I hope Jim Smith does also. Emilio you've taught
me well, Dan my close friend, keep the faith.

Mike Tadros:
differences.

I feel I drove everyone crazy. We had our
Louis Farrakhan was a great success.

Walliang Rosene: Interesting first year, my thanks.

Emilio:
to do.

It was great and I'll be back because I won't know what

Jim Smith: motion to adjourn at 12:28 a.m.


